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Dedication
This manual is dedicated to the women and men who, despite
great pain and many obstacles, have exhibited great courage
in confronting those who abused them. It is also dedicated to
those who cannot, orfor whom it is not safe to confront.
May you find healing.
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INTRODUCTION
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There was once an older woman who lived by the sea.
Every morning, when the tide went out, she would walk along the beach,
throwing the washed-up seashells and starfish back into the ocean.
Every morning her neighbours watched her actions and scorned herfoolishness.
One morning as she was busily returning the sea creatures to the ocean
a localfisherman approached her.He told her that she was an oldfool.
"What you are doing does not make a difference, " he said.
She bent down, picked up a starfish and looked at it sitting in the palm of her hand.
Looking up she replied, "It makes a diffe rence to this one. "t
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A s our society becomes more aware of
the hidden abuse in families and churches,
we can easily become overwhelmed by the
amount of pain surrounding us. Those of
us who provide support to the hurting
may wonder when the pain will ever go
away. Those of us who advocate for
changes in a society or system which
allows for abuse may get discouraged,
feeling that the changes are too slow and
too few. However, just as the old woman's
actions made a difference to the individual
starfish, our small actions do make a
difference to hurting individuals.

This training manual has been developed
for advocates who walk with survivors of
sexual abuse by a church leader or
caregiver. Most of the advocates I spoke
with in preparing this manual said that
they often felt uninformed and inadequate
to the task. Consequently, this manual
serves as a resource guide for those serving
as advocates. Perhaps it is helpful to think
of the manual as a letter from one advocate
to several others, sharing what I have
learned through experience, reading, and
speaking with other advocates and survi
vors. The manual gives some hints and
guidelines which, I hope, will make the
work easier.

Unfortunately, there are many in our com
munities who have been swept ashore by the
pain of sexual abuse by a leader or caregiver
in the church. These people often feel very
alone in their pain and may feel over
whelmed at the prospect of confronting the
one who has hurt them. Often the system
seems too overwhelming, too powerful, and
too sacred for one person to confront alone.
Victims of abuse often feel that they are
confronting someone who is not supposed to
be capable of wronging them. They need
someone to walk with them, to support
them, and to ensure that they are heard.
They need an advocate.
tSource unknown

The manual is in three sections. The first
section gives background information on
the issue of sexual abuse by a church leader
or caregiver. After giving introductory
information and exploring the issue of
power, this section focuses on persons af
fected by the abuse-the person victimized,
the victimizer, and the congregation. For
each of these parties there is a general de
scription, an explanation of the effects of the
abuse and an outline of what is needed for
healing. The section closes by looking at the
need for the institutional church to respond.
1

2
This first section has two purposes. The
first is to give you some background infor
mation, which you will likely need to
supplement with the materials listed in the
Annotated Bibliography. This section is
also written so that when advocating, you
can share it with others, such as an investi
gative team. Unfortunately, those respond
ing to allegations of sexual abuse are often
uninformed in this area. Feel free to copy
and distribute this background information.
The second section looks at the role of the
advocate per se, giving general suggestions
and guidelines. This section provides the
reader with a sense of the advocate's job as
well as some questions for self-examina
tion. The following areas are given special
attention: survivor-directed advocacy,
confidentiality, supervision, boundaries,
dual roles, assertiveness, documentation
and self-care.
The third section looks at the specific act
of confronting the institution or lodging an
official complaint regarding the abuse.
This is the area where advocates are most
often needed. After a generic description
of an investigatory process, there is an
outline of the advocate's role at various
points in the process. Special attention is
given to several areas of potential difficulty:
anger towards the advocate, responding to
the perpetrator's support person, respond
ing to the media, mediation, and what to
do if "everything seems to be going
wrong." Finally, there is a brief discussion
regarding working in different settings, and
working with more than one survivor.
Finally, the manual has a number of appen
dices to supplement the text's information.
The Annotated Bibliography includes
books on the issue of professional sexual
abuse and worship resources. Appendix B
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gives two tools for self-examination, help
ing you identify the experiences, strengths
and difficulties you bring to advocacy. The
third appendix gives questions with which
to assess the policy and procedures you are
working with. "Two Paths of Healing"
deals more specifically with what is in
volved in repentance and forgiveness.
Appendix E, "Strength for the Journey,"
gives three meditations on faith questions
connected with advocating. "Mountains of
Mourning" uses the story of J epthah' s
daughter to explore the experience of a
support person. Because many survivors
consider suicide at some point, guidelines
for suicide intervention are located in
Appendix F. Finally, a list of addresses
where you may obtain the sexual abuse
or misconduct policy and procedures for
your conference or denomination is
included.
It is important to note that this manual is
not intended for those working with per
sons accused of abuse. While some policies
name the perpetrator's support person as
an advocate, this role is not the same. A
perpetrator of abuse is already in a position
of greater power and usually has a well
developed set of denials and
rationalizations. Ideally their support
person, while wanting to ensure a just
process, will avoid upholding these
minimizations and will help hold the
perpetrator accountable. Using this
manual as a guideline for the accused's
support person may result in endorsing the
abuse and further hurting the victim.
Unfortunately, at this time there are few
guidelines or training opportunities for
those working with perpetrators.
You are welcome to copy and adapt any
original information in this manual, provided
you cite your source. I do request that you
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inform the Mennonite Central Committee
Canada when using lengthy segments in a
publication. Additionally, I would like to
hear of your experiences and learning as you
serve in the capacity of advocate. We are all
learning and growing in this new role.
It is my hope that this manual will provide
you with a useful framework and some
helpful suggestions. It is not exhaustive
and there are many areas where we are still
learning; you may have more questions
after reading this manual than you had

3

before you started. I also hope that this
manual will encourage you in the impor
tant work of advocating. You will likely
become discouraged and may feel at times
that your efforts are futile. May this
manual be a reminder to you that you are
not alone in your work and that your
efforts do make a difference.
May you be filled with God's strength and
wisdom in this valuable work.
Heather Block

•

•
•
•
•
•

SEXUAL ABUSE BY A CHURCH LEADER
OR CAREGIVER: WHAT IS IT?

•
•

My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?

W'hy are you so farfrom helping me, from the words ofmy groaning?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

o

my God, I cry by day, but you do not answer; and by night but find no rest.

My heart is in anguish within me, the terrors ofdeath have fallen upon me.
Fear and trembling come upon me, and horror overwhelms me.
A nd I say, "0 that I had wings like a dove! I wouldfly away and be at rest;
truly I wouldflee far away; I would lodge in the wilderness;
I would hurry to find a shelter for myselffrom the raging wind and tempest. "
It is not enemies who taunt me-I could bear that;
it is not adversaries who deal insolently with me-I could hide from them.
But it is you, my equal, my companion, my familiarfriend,
with whom I kept pleasant company;
we walked in the house of God with the throng.
My companion laid hands on a friend and violated a covenant with me
with speech smoother than butter but with a heart set on war;
with words that were softer than oil, but in fact were drawn swords.
Psalm 22:1-2 & Psalm 55:4-8,

•
•

+++

•
•

S exual abuse by a church leader or

•

caregiver refers to any sexualized behav

•

iour that occurs within the church

•

context and where the one party has

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

12-14, 20-21

actual physical contact of a sexual nature)
or covert (as in pornography, sexual innu
endo, or inappropriate disclosures of a
personal nature regarding sexual matters) .
The person victimized may be either an
adult or a child, female or male, and the
same or opposite sex as the abuser.

more power than the other. The perpe
trator can be anyone in a leadership posi
tion, either paid (such as a pastor or Chris
tian counsellor) or volunteer (such as a
youth leader, deacon, or Sunday School
teacher) , within a church setting.

is one form of sexual
abuse by a church leader or caregiver.
Sexual harassment

Sexual harassment is unwanted sexual

Sexual abuse or sexualized behaviour refers
to any physical contact, bodily movement,
or verbalization that uses sexual expression
to control or intimidate the less powerful
person in the relationship. 1 The acts in
volved may be either overt (that is, involve

behaviour or any attention that focuses
on a person's sex or sexuality rather than

There are two forms:
Quid pro quo harrassment occurs when an
employee or subordinate is subjected to
unwelcome sexual advances, and sub mison their abilities.

5
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sion to them is made the basis for firing,
hiring and advancement. Environmental
harassment refers to any type of unwel
come sexual behaviour which creates a
hostile work environment.2
The incidence of sexual abuse by church
leaders or caregivers is reflected in the
following statistics as drawn from several
studies.
In a Manitoba survey on abuse done by
mental health providers, 25% of respond
ents indicated they had been abused by a
religious or spiritual leader, second only to
physicians at 39% •3 A survey completed
by Richard Allen Blackmon4 indicates
that 38.6% of ministers surveyed stated
they had had sexual contact with a church
member and 12.7% confessed to sexual
intercourse with a church member.5 A
study completed by the United Methodist
Church revealed that in their denomina
tion 77% of women clergy experienced
sexual harassment in the church.6 Their
study also indicated that 20% of laity, 48%
of students, and 37% of employees experi
enced sexual harassment in the church. To
date there is no indication that this form of
abuse is more or less prevalent in any one
denomination.
Unfortunately, sexual abuse by a church
leader or caregiver has often been mini
mized within the church setting. We have
resisted identifying it as a sin and as viola
tion of one person by another. Common
excuses include identifying it as: an affair,

Advocacy Training Manual

falling in love, a seduction, giving in to
temptation, adultery, misconduct, or the
result of a spouse's inadequacies. While
these excuses may play a role in or be part
of the circumstances, they are not the
explanation or reason for the abusing
behaviour.
Sexualized behaviour within leadership or
caregiving relationships is always consid
ered inappropriate and abusive for four
reasons:
1) There is a misuse of power and author
ity, with the leaders' power used to
meet their own needs rather than to
minister to those in their care;
2) Vulnerability and trust are exploited, as
the leader takes advantage of the needs
of the other person;
3) It involves a violation of the leader's
role, which is to serve others, working
in the best interest of them;
4) Finally, meaningful consent is lacking.
In a professional or pastoral relation
ship, the unequal balance of power
prevents meaningful consent to sexual
activity. In order for meaningful con
sent to be present there must be mutual
ity, choice, and equality as well as the
absence of fear.7
For a more detailed explanation of sexual
abuse by a church leader or caregiver, see
resources listed in the Annotated Bibliogra
phy (Appendix A) .
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1hey ask me to tell them when it began. I do not know how to answer.

Did it begin when hefirst kissed me, when we first had sex, when he told
me I was beautiful and that no one had ever mm;ed him as I did? It was
not like when I dated my husband and we had a first date to refer back to.
Perhaps it began when my daughter was diagnosed with leukaemia. When
I heard the diagnosis Ifelt my world collapse beneath me. Ifelt so alone
and had no one to talk to. My husband was busy dealing with his own grief
in his own fashion (working all the time and staying out of the house). we
grew apart until we were simply two strangers sharing a bed. I turned to
the only person I knew I could count on to support me-my pastor.
He seemed a wonderful support. He listened without judging or giving
advice. He spent hours just sitting with me in the hospital. I missed the
comforting touch ofa caring person and so sometimes he would simply hold
me. Ifelt safe with him and came to depend on his support.
My daughter's leukaemia went into remission and I rejoiced that I could
return to a "normal" life. I became involved in church activities again.
Since the pastor and I had established a rapport, he encouraged me to work
with him on a number ofprojects. It seemed a way to both maintain the
emotional connection we had established and to repay him for his kindness.
The relationship seemed to become a mutual one, as he began to share his
concerns, needs, and hurts. He let me know that the reason he understood
my marital difficulties was because he and his wife were also estranged. He
could not let people know because it would affect his ministry but he knew
that I would understand. He gradually let me know that he needed me as
much as I needed him.
The question keeps haunting me. When did it become sexual abuse? was it
when he encouraged me to become dependent on him? When he told me
that we had a special and secret relationship and that no one had ever
understood him like I did? Thefirst time Ifelt his erection when he hugged
me? Our emotional intensity was so great, he said, that it was not right
that we did not make the relationship complete-as God intended. He said
that while we were both married to other people "in the eyes of men, " in

7
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God's eyes we were each other's spiritual and sexual partners. He left me
feeling that there was no spiritual impediment to a sexual relationship.
Once the sex began, the relationship seemed to change. we still worked
together but he was much more furtive about arranging times with me.
He barely spoke to me when others were around and threatened to physi
cally hurt me should anyonefind out about our relationship. Sometimes he
would come to my home, insisting that we have sex in my bed; at other
times he would insist that I come to his office the moment he wanted me.
I was afraid and confused. I was afraid that people wouldfind out and
that they would blame mefor seducing a good man. I was afraid that my
husband would learn what was happening and that he would leave me
how would I support myselfwithout him? I was confused because Pastor
had said this was God-ordained and then wrapped it in a secret. I thought
I loved him but felt such a DEEP shame at what was happening.
I do not know when the abuse began but I do know when it ended. A n
other woman from our church approached the deacons-my husband and I
were deacons-and said that our pastor had been sexually involved with
herfor the last four years. Ifroze-in terror that they would allfind out
about my relationship with him. My face flooded with shame as Ijoined
the others in saying that we did not believe her. I thought it could not be
true because I knew he loved me. When I confronted him he denied her
story. For some reason, I cut off the relationship anyway-ifpeople treated
her like that, how would they treat me, for whom it was true?
No, now that I think of it, I do not know when it ended. In fact, I do not
think that it has. When I confronted him the sexual contact ended. But it
is not over. I had to change churches because I could not bear seeing him
every week, pretending everything was normal. I could not stand calmly
by when I heard others say what a gentle man he was and how safe they felt
with him. I am still afraid that people willfind out and will condemn me.
My husband and I have just started rebuilding our marriage: disclosure
could ruin everything.
I read an article the other day about the importance of beginnings and
endings. Maybe that is why I cannot move on. This experience has no
beginning and no ending.
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Understanding Power
In order to understand sexual abuse by a
church leader or caregiver we need an
understanding of power. Power is an issue
that many of us do not understand. The
church has often been reluctant to examine
it or to make the changes which a clearer
understanding would require.
�bster's Dictionary defines power as the
"possession of control, authority, or influence
over others; the ability to act or produce an
effect." The Center for the Prevention of
Sexual and Domestic Violence speaks of
power as command of resources.9 Most of us
have a certain amount of power as a result of
any of a number of factors: class, knowledge
or information, employment position,
creativity, relationships, finances, personal
charisma, gender, race, physical size, church
role, or spirituality. The crucial distinction
that needs to be made is whether that power
is being used creatively or destructively.lO
Richard Foster speaks of creative power,
saying that it is "the pawer that creates, gives
life and jay and peace. It is freedom and not
bondage, life and not death, transformation
and not coercion. The pawer that creates
restores relationship and gives the gift of
wholeness to all. "11 When power is used
creatively it restores relationships, liberates
those who are oppressed, brings inner and
outer healing, nurtures confidence, en
hances communication, and inspires faith.
We all need power in some aspect of our
lives. Without power a person feels inad
equate, out of control, and lost. Having
power gives us a means of making changes
in our lives and in our society.

9

Power can also be used destructively or to
hurt. Sexual abuse by a church leader or
caregiver is one of the ways in which
power becomes destructive. Abuse occurs
when there is an imbalance of power and
where persons with greater power misuse
their power to their own benefit and the
detriment of another. In situations of
sexual abuse within the church the abusing
leader has greater power than the victim,
usually in several areas such as gender,
leadership position or office, physical size,
education, economic and ecclesiastical
power. In the church, leaders have enor
mous power because they are perceived by
some to be God's representative. The
perpetrator may also have the power of
information because church leaders are
often privy to information that is shared
with very few others.
While perpetrators of abuse have more
power than their victims, they sometimes
do not feel powerful and most refuse to
acknowledge their power. In fact they
frequently feel inadequate, overworked,
unsupported, ineffective, and powerless
(that is, not in control) . Therefore, the
notion of pastoral power may not be some
thing with which they readily identify.
Additionally, within church communities
which emphasize the "priesthood of all
believers" there is less permission to
formally recognize power differentials
within the church. The appearance of
humility may also be an unacknowledged
power, as it has the effect of silencing any
criticism and increasing a leader's power.12
This inability to identify the power difference
is dangerous; when pastors have difficulty
acknowledging their power they stand in
greater danger of abusing it.

10
A power imbalance is easily sexualized or
eroticized. Carolyn Holderread Heggen
notes that "The imbalance ofpower between
men and women has become eroticized in
our culture. Many personsfind male power
andfemale powerlessness sexually arousing.
In general, men are sexually attracted to
females who are younger, smaller, and less
powerful than themselves. Women tend to be
attracted to males who are older, larger, and
more powerful. Male clergy have a great
imbalance ofpower over their congregations,
which are often predominately women,
therefore, the stage is set for a sexually inap
propriate expression of this power differen
tial. "13 Peter Rutter adds that " because men
so often control a woman's future-and her
plrysical, psychological, spiritual, economic or
intellectual well-being-the mere presence of
sexual innuendo from a man who has power
over her can determine whether she experi
ences her femininity as a force to be valued
and respected or as a commodity to be ex
ploited."14
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In other instances, misuses of power can be
sexualized in situations that begin as
mentoring. This could happen in the case
of an older man or woman taking an
interest in a younger person of either sex
for the purpose of encouraging that youth's
development. A youth activity that begins
as play can become a context for misusing
power and authority when the youth
leader does not understand that they have
power by virtue of their difference in age
and authority.
Because of the power imbalance, the leader
always has the responsibility to protect the
boundaries of the relationship. The person
with the greater power must act in the best
interests of the person with lesser power. 15
This holds true even when the person with
less power makes sexualized advances. A
person in leadership is the keeper of a trust
and, as such, is responsible to ensure that
no sexualized behaviour occurs, no matter
what the level ofpravocation or apparent consent.16
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Understanding Those Affected
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The Person Who Has Been Abused

•

by a Church Leader or Caregiver
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No one is immune to sexual abuse by a
church leader or caregiver. There are no
common traits except that the person is, at
the time of the abuse, vulnerable in some
fashion. People often think that there are
common traits so that they do not have to
acknowledge that each of us is at risk at
particularly difficult times in our lives.
Vulnerability here means to be in a posi
tion of neediness or powerlessness. A
person may be vulnerable due to physical
size, physical needs (such as a disabled
person needing assistance) , employment or
training needs (for example, a student
needing good grades) , financial needs, or
emotional well-being (such as experiencing
a difficult time and needing comfort). A
previous history of abuse (either witnessed or
experienced) also creates vulnerability as the
person may have learned to be passive, to
accept inappropriate behaviour, and to accept
responsibility for what was done to them.

I
•
t

While there is some debate as to the most
appropriate term, in counselling circles the
term "survivor" is generally used to refer to
a person who has experienced abuse and
for whom the abuse has stopped. "Victim"
is the term used for the person currently
experiencing abuse or still entangled in the
dynamics of the abuse. This manual will
generally use the term survivor, recogniz
ing that it is an abbreviation for "a person
who has survived abuse." It is important
that we remember that past abuse is only
one aspect of who these persons are, not
their whole identity.

11

The Consequences of Sexual Abuse
Sexual abuse by a church leader or
caregiver has many long-term conse
quences. The abuse affects the survivor's
feelings, relationships, and lifestyle. Com
mon effects include the following:
•

fear

•

guilt

•

anger

•

shattered trust

•

lost sense of safety

•

devalued self-identity

•

self-blame

•

feeling dirty

•

shame

•

feeling betrayed

•

depression

•

anxiety

•

feeling stupid

•

physical difficulties such as sleeping,
eating, loss of energy

•

difficulty with intimacy and sexual
relations

•

may be blamed for "ruining a good
man's career"

•

alcohol or drug abuse

•

difficulty working or parenting

•

strained or lost friendships

•

suicidal or self-destructive tendencies

•

vulnerability to further abusive rela
tionships

•

feelings which are overwhelming

..
..
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ship: safety, remembrance and mourn
ing, and reconnection.20

Spiritual Effects
loss of faith
•

•

questions about God's love

•

separation from church or congregation

•

loss of trust in church leadership

•

sense of betrayal by God or church

•

sense of sinfulness

The Healing Process
Healing from the abuse may take a long
time. The wounds are deep and often
reinforced or even intensified by attitudes
of those surrounding the survivor. In
many ways healing can be compared to a
grieving process, taking a long time and
involving many intense feelings and stages.
There are a number of models of healing in
social science and pastoral ministry
literature:
•

Smedes describes the process as involv
ing denial, hurt, hate, and understand
ing (or acceptance) , with possible
reconciliation. 17

•

Elizabeth Kubler-Ross describes the
process of grieving as involving denial,
anger, bargaining, depression, and
acceptance. 1 8

•

Self-help models describe it as involving
stages such as deciding to heal, crisis,
remembering, believing, breaking the
silence, understanding it was not one's
own fault, trusting, grieving, anger,
possibly confronting, and resolving. 19

•

Judith Herman outlines three stages of
recovery from trauma which take place
within the context of a healing relation-

•

Marie Fortune has outlined seven steps
in justice-making: truth-telling, ac
knowledging the violation, compassion,
protecting the vulnerable, accountabil
ity, restitution, and vindication.21

As these models indicate, healing from
sexual abuse by a church leader or caregiver
is a process which takes a lot of time,
regardless of the model with which one
identifies. These processes are also cyclical
rather than linear, with individuals repeat
ing different steps and in different orders.
Survivors often feel overwhelmed and out
of control when going through a healing
process. Because the abuse occurred within
the church context there also needs to be
spiritual healing. Survivors may feel that
God is on the side of the perpetrator and
may therefore feel they have been betrayed
by God. They will likely, at some point,
grieve their lost perception of God as
protector, express their anger, and hope
fully come to a renewed understanding of
God.

What Survivors Need For Healing
The needs of survivors vary from person to
person, depending on previous experiences
and on what was taken from them. How
ever, there are a number of elements which
will assist survivors in their healing. While
an awareness of these elements will help
others to be supportive, we cannot make
assumptions regarding an individual's
needs. In general, survivors need:
•

To be listened to-sometimes over and
over agaIn
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•

To be believed

•

An acknowledgement that they have
been harmed

•

To not be judged for their behaviour,
ways of coping, or attitudes and questions

•

To be reassured that the abuse was not
their responsibility

•

Validation of their reactions and responses

•

To be befriended by someone willing to
walk with them, whatever path of
response they choose

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
•
•
I
I
•

•

To experience a sense of justice, restoration

•

To be in charge of their own lives, and
to make decisions

•

The option of an official response

I
I
I
I
I
•
•
•
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•
•
I
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I
I
I
I
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Characteristics of Perpetrators Include
the Following22
controlling, dominating (often ver y
subtly)
•

•

limited self-awareness

•

limited or no awareness of
appropriate interpersonal
boundaries

•

no sense of damage caused by own
behaviour

•

poor judgement

•

inability to empathize with others

•

limited impulse control

•

often charismatic, sensitive, talented

•

often inspirational and effective in
ministr y

•

limited or no awareness of own
power; feeling powerless

•

lack of recognition of own sexual
feelings

•

confusion between sexual desire and
affection

•

manipulative

•

minimizing, denying, rationalizing
and blaming of others

•

difficulty with intimate
relationships

•

distorted sense of self

•

overly active fantasy life

•

sense of entitlement

•

often over worked

The Church Leader or Caregiver
Who Abuses

As mentioned previously, the perpetrator of
sexual abuse within the church could be
anyone in a leadership position, either paid
(eg. a pastor or Christian counsellor) or
volunteer (eg. a youth leader, deacon, or club
leader). Unfortunately there are no identify
ing physical traits of perpetrators of sexual
abuse-the characteristics are more internal.
Those who perpetrate are often people who
are respected in their community and who
may be doing much good in other areas.
They have a need for power and control and
can be charismatic in their effect. They are
likely overworked and overwhelmed in other
areas of their lives. While they have a great
deal of power they often feel powerless, and
so increase their sense of power by control
ling another person. They can also have a
strong sense of entitlement.

&

over whelmed
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Sexual abuse by a church leader or
caregiver most often does not "come
out of the blue." The perpetrator
grooms his or her victims. Often the
relationship takes the following pat
tern:

1) The abuser makes the potential
victims feel important and valued.
2) The abuser develops the potential
victims' dependence on him or her
so that the victims feel they need
this person's help and support.
3) The abuser develops a sense within
the victims that they are needed by
the perpetrator.
4) The abuser gradually introduces
sexualized behaviours in such a way
that they may be interpreted as appro
priate (such as ending each counsel
ling session with a hug, gradually
increasing the intensity of it).
5) Finally, the abuser shows the more
blatant sexually abusive behaviour.
By the time the abuse becomes appar
ent victims feel that they need the
caregiver and that the caregiver's well
being depends on keeping silent. Per
petrators may use spiritual or therapeu
tic rationalizations to support their
behaviour. For example, "You have
spoken about difficulty in sexual rela
tionsh ips. Sex is best experienced in an
open, trusting relationship. Since we
have worked hard at developing such a
relationship here, this is likely the best
place to work on improving your ability
to respond sexually. I can teach you to
love your husband more fully, to be the
wife Christ intended you to be. "
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Effects ofDisclosure ofAbuse on
Perpetrator's Life23
possible shame
•
•

possible guilt

•

fear of further disclosures

•

loss of reputation & credibility

•

disruption or loss of relationships (with
family, victim, members of congregation)

•

betrayal of co-workers' trust

•

betrayal of ministry

•

possible loss of job, family

•

violation of marriage vows

•

legal liability

•

possible criminal charges & incarceration

And ironically:
•

promotion

•

outpouring of support from congregation

What the Perpetrator Needs for Healing
Healing for the person who abuses is very
different than for the person they abused.
In order for healing to occur, perpetrators
must be held accountable and truly repent
of what they have done. Repentance
involves much more than remorse or
feeling badly. Besides feeling remorse for
what one has done, it involves acknowledg
ing the full extent of one's actions, feeling
the effects of one's actions, taking full
responsibility for both the actions and the
effects, some form of restitution or paying
back what has been taken, and taking steps
to ensure that further offenses do not occur.
This requires professional counselling and
monitoring. (For more information, see
"Two Paths of Healing," Appendix D.)
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A perpetrator's healing is neither simple
nor quick. One man who has served time
for sexually abusing children has described
his treatment process, showing it to involve
many elements: admitting his own devi
ance; understanding the harm to victims;
accepting responsibility; understanding the
development of the offence cycle; with
drawal from a child-centred lifestyle; chang
ing beliefs, thinking and lifestyle; develop
ment of self-esteem; determining a relapse
prevention plan with a listing of warning
signs; talking openly about thoughts and
feelings; making amends where possible;
and dealing with his own history of vic
timization. This process takes years of
concentrated effort, which helps us under
stand why it is that healing for a perpetra
tor takes more than a couple of months.
When thinking about healing for a perpe
trator it is important to remember that
their motivation, background and psycho
logical makeup will affect how long reha
bilitation will take and if it is likely. Marie
Fortune describes perpetrators as fitting on
a continuum between two categories:
wanderers and predators. The wanderer
"wanders" across boundaries while the
predator is sociopathic Qacking conscience)
and preys upon the victim.24 Wanderers
and predators have different prognoses for
treatment. The prognosis for wanderers is
fair to good if they are highly motivated to
change. Predators have a poor to fair
prognosis even if highly motivated. (For
more information see the resources by the
Center for the Prevention of Sexual and
Domestic Violence on Clergy Misconduct
listed in the Bibliography.) It is important
to have an assessment completed by a
professional trained to work with profes
sionals who sexually abuse before recom
mending therapeutic rehabilitation.25
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The Congregations Affected by
Sexual Abuse

The Climate In Which Sexual Abuse by a
Church Leader or Caregiver Occurs
Sexual abuse by a church leader or
caregiver does not occur in a vacuum.
Perpetrators often situate themselves in
settings which may tend to support or not
speak against this misuse of power. In fact,
perpetrators will often seek out positions
where they have access to others who are
vulnerable. For example, pedophiles often
find employment in day care centres,
camps or volunteer with children's pro
grams. Characteristics of a climate where
sexual abuse by a church leader or caregiver
occurs include the following:
•

tendency to cover up unpleasant events
or happenings

•

silencing those who mention abusive
acts

•

�ailure to acknowledge abuse as a power
Issue

•

tendency to "shoot the messenger" of
bad news (eg. the ones disclosing abuse)

•

women and children taught to "over
look, forgive and tolerate" boundary
violations by a professionaP6

•

women feel they are responsible to
protect the feelings of men and to heal
their wounds

•

teaching blind obedience to authority,
whether formal or informal

•

atmosphere that discourages questions

•

men taught to fear emotions, vulner
ability, and dependency on others

•

men taught to value control

16
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•

lack of support, supervision and ac
countability for leadership

•

unrealistic expectations of church
leadership personnel

•

previously existing divisions and suspicions

•

distorted communication, including an
understanding that one not talk about
difficult feelings or experiences

•

isolated or 'closed system' evident in a
tendency to be suspicious of connections
with or intervention from outsiders

•

blurred boundaries or a lack of
individuation between members

•

performance is shame-based or requires
perfection

•

authoritarian leadership

•

creating "demi-gods" or placing certain
persons on pedestals, believing they are
incapable of sin

•

lack of abuse-related policies or guidelines

Understanding the climate in which the
abuse occurs is important for several rea
sons. It helps us understand how the abuse
could continue for such a long time with
out anyone saying anything. Additionally,
it explains why there is often much more
support for the perpetrator than for the
victim. An understanding of the climate
helps us recognize that in confronting
sexual abuse by church leaders or caregivers
we are also confronting deeply ingrained
patterns in the community around it. This
helps us prepare for the many levels of
resistance we will encounter as we work
towards healing and justice. It does not,
however, excuse perpetrators or allow them
to avoid responsibility.

The Congregation's Response to Disclosure
The congregations or institutions for
which perpetrators work or worship are
affected by the abuse. The congregation
often becomes a secondary victim, with
members feeling betrayed in their trust of
this individual. The abuse affects mem
bers' feelings and congregational dynamics.
Common effects include the following:27
•

shock

•

disbelief

•

confusion

•

sense of betrayal

•

anger at victim or survivor

•

anger at perpetrator

•

isolating the victim or survivor, the
perpetrator, and their family members

•

anxiety and fear

•

polarization and possible division of
the congregation

•

denial

•

minimization of the problem

•

distrust of leadership

•

anger directed towards church leadership (both local and wider conference)

•

distrust of women

•

blaming of the victim{s)

•

sense of vulnerability

•

potential financial payouts

•

loss of credibility within the wider
community

•

loss of confidence in ability to assess
leadership

•

legal liability

.
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Healing for the Congregation
As secondary victims of sexual abuse
by a church leader or caregiver, congre
gations need time to heal from the
effects of the abuse and betrayal. The
healing is complicated by the fact that
different individuals will respond
differently or be at different places in
their grieving process. These differ
ences can exacerbate the discord within
a congregation, leaving a real possibil
ity that the congregation may split or
that some may leave.

both with their conference leadership
and with a consultant experienced in
responding to sexual abuse by persons
in leadership positions. This consulta
tion can minimize the risk of addi
tional hurt throughout the process and
assist in finding true healing. The
congregation needs to receive informa
tion regarding the allegations and the
process, to know that due process is
being followed. Larry Graham has
described five steps in the congrega
tion's healing process:30

Congregations may, in fact, have par
ticipated in the abuse itself by endors
ing beliefs which allow abuse or cover
ing it up by silencing the victims.
Therefore, refusing to believe the vic
tim and blaming the victim are ways
congregations respond. In this way
they often re-victimize those who were
already abused.

1) The precursor-secret phase is the
time when the abuse is occurring,
but no one knows (except the per
petrator, the victims and those the
victims may have told). T he leader
may be well-respected and achieving
good things for the congregation.
There may be rumours or murmurs
of inappropriate relationships but
nothing is pursued.

Nevertheless, healing for a congrega
tion affected by sexual abuse by one of
its leaders is possible. A congregation
will find itself going through not only
many of the same steps as the survivor,
but also those of the perpetrator, be
cause of the congregation's denial or
endorsement of his abuse. (See "Two
Paths of Healing," Appendix D.)
Again, there are several models of
healing. Chilton R. Knudsen describes
the congregation's process as including
shock, denial, bargaining, focused
anger (scapegoating), depression, gener
alized anger and integration.28 Laaser
adds the steps of ending silence, griev
ing, disorientation, reconciliation and
prevention.29
It is important that the congregation
process each step of their response,

2) The discovery-chaos phase begins
when someone comes for ward with
allegations of a sexual assault. The
secrecy around the abuse is broken.
A formal or informal process is
begun: the accused may be con
fronted, a formal complaint may be
made, members of the church hier
archy may be informed. Commu
nity members find out about the
allegations and feel both personal
and congregational confusion.
3) The awareness-polarization phase
is the time when the situation is
made more public as people begin
to discuss it and to "choose sides."
Polarization begins to occur within
the congregation. Often this is a
time when the accused gives out
information for the purpose of

..
..
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damage control, and the victim lives
in fear of being named and having
their character assassinated. More
victims may choose to come forward.
The process for dealing with the
situation continues and an informal
process may become formal. Many
are not happy with the process, feel
ing that it is skewed, either in favour
of the accused or the complainant.

4) The recovery-reb uildin g phase
occurs when the congregation is
ready to start dealing with the other
issues affecting its life together.
The structures and policies of the
church are re-examined to see if
there is anything they would like to

change in light of the past
experience. New leadership is
affirmed and a reestablishment of
relationships within the community
occurs. Confidentiality and secrecy
are re-examined and differentiated.
However, there continue to be
considerable underground pain and
conflict.
S) The

resolution-tra n sformation

occurs when the church has
worked through its pain, has estab
lished new structures and redeemed
the elements of its character which
enabled the abuse to continue. This
is a time of integration and active
prevention of further abuse.
phase
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The Need for the Institutional
Ch urch to Respond

19

recognize the damaging effects of professional
sexual abuse than the church has been.

Both congregations and individual leaders
When abuse occurs, there is great broken
within the church are liable for damages
ness. The brokenness extends to the vic
resulting from sexual involvement between
tim, the victim's family and friends, the
the leader and those they should be providing
church (immediate congregation and wider
care to. 31 Churches can be held liable for the
institution), the perpetrator's family and
actions of those they employ, and for failing
friends, and the perpetrator. The church is
to adequately train or supervise their
called to be an instrument of healing in this
employee(s). A lawyer explains the liability:
situation. As the body of Christ, we have
been called to stand with the hurting and
Many churches and clergy are not aware that
the oppressed. We have been
they couldface civil liability
asked to seek justice within
for sexual relationships between
"The legal system is for
our churches and within our
clergy and parishioners which
fro m p e rfe ct, b u t I
society.
were considered to be "consen
exp e ri e n c e d
m o re
sual" but which a Court deter
c o m p a ss i o n , ca ring,
Unfortunately, the church of
mined involved a breach of
a n d p r o fess i o n a lism
ten finds it difficult to respond
fiduciary duty by the clergy. A
from th e investigating
in a way which is compassion
fiduciary duty may arise ifan
officers and the judges
ate to all and which promotes
individual is in a position of
than from most of the
M e n n o n ite a g e ncies,
justice. For a number of rea
vulnerability or dependency to
with th e exception of
sons, the easiest response would
another and is subject to the
[one}.
be, like the ostrich, to stick our
discretion ofanother who has
heads in the sand. However, we
power
over the individual.
A Survivor
have a moral and legal obliga
Thus, if an individual came to
tion to do otherwise.
a member of the clergy for
counselling and the clergy exploited that
Historically, the moral or ethical obli
relationship for sexual gratification, a Court
gations have not been enough of a
could well determine that a breach offiduci
motivating factor for the church to
ary duty had been committed giving rise to
respond in a helpful manner. Until
substantial claims for damages. In recent
cases the Supreme Court of Canada has made
there were legal or financial ramifica
it clear that such lawsuits can be brought
tions for the church's lack of response,
many years after the events occurred and that
allegations of abuse within the church
the range ofdamages can cover not only
often resulted in the conference or
general
damages for pain and suffering but
denomination moving the perpetrators
to another congregation. As this did
also punitive damages, costs ofpast and
future psychiatric care, loss offuture income
not address the deeper issues, the per
resulting from depression or psychiatric
petrators would continue to abuse in
their new congregations and the origi
impairment, and out-ofpocket expenses.
nal congregations sometimes hired
Damage awards have rangedfrom the tens of
others who were also perpetrators. In
thousands ofdollars to the hundreds of thou
this regard, society has been quicker to
sands ofdollars in recent cases.
II

..

..
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This is a rapidly developing area of the law.
Obuiously there is the need not only for
awareness of the legal ramifications but also
of the personal implications of relationships
which can develop between members of the
clergy and their parishioners. It would be
betterfor churches and clergy to take
proactive steps before problems occur, rather
than to be on the receiving end ofa lawsuit
for several hundreds of thousands ofdollars
which could be avoided. 32
Often the church is afraid to intervene out
of fear that the perpetrator may sue for
slander. While these fears are understandable,
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they are statistically unlikely to occur.33
Offenders are generally so deeply commit
ted to keeping the secret that they are
reluctant to use a public court. Addition
ally, such suits are unlikely to succeed.
Courts often hesitate to challenge a
church's internal procedures, provided that
these procedures are fair, have been
adopted by the institution, and that they
are followed carefully. Additionally, it
appears that victims are less likely to sue
when they and their needs have been taken
seriously by the church and its leaders.
The legal risk of not intervening is greater
than the legal risk of intervening.
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Notes
lCenter for the Prevention of Sexual and Domestic Violence, Clergy Misconduct: Sexual
A buse in the Ministerial Relationship, (Seattle: Center for the Prevention of Sexual and
Domestic Violence, 1992), 1II-42-1II-44.
2Sexual Harassment involves single or repeated incidents involving unwelcome sexual
advances, requests for sexual favours, or other verbal or physical conduct with sexual
overtones, specifically when:

I

i) such conduct might reasonably be expected to cause insecurity, discomfort, or humilia
tion to another person;

I

ii) submission to such conduct is, or is implied to be, a condition of employment;

I
I
I
I
I
•
I
I

iii) submission to or rejection of such conduct is used as a basis for employment decisions
(including but not limited to hiring, promotions, raises, job security and benefits, seniority);
or
iv) such conduct has the effect of interfering with the person's work environment, creating
an intimidating, hostile or offensive work environment.
Types of behaviour which constitute sexual harassment include, but are not limited to:
•

sexist jokes causing embarrassment, which are repeated despite clear indication that they
are unwelcome

•

gawking, leering

•

display of sexually offensive materials

•

derogatory or degrading remarks directed towards members of one sex

•

sexually suggestive or obscene comments or gestures

•

unwelcome inquiries about a person's sex life

•

unwelcome sexual flirtations, advances, propositions

•

requests for sexual favours

•

unwanted touching, patting, or pinching

•

verbal abuse or threats with sexual overtones

•

sexual assault

I
I
I
•
I
•
I
I
I
•
•
•
I
I
I
•
I
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Some policies indicate also that "retaliation" against any individual who makes a complaint
in compliance with the policy, or who participates or cooperates in an investigation
under the policy, will be considered sexual harassment. Taken from the Salvation Army
Canada & Bermuda Territory's Personnel Policy on Emplayment-Related Sexual Harassment.
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3 W0men 's Voices Shall Be Heard: Report on the Sexual A buse of W0men by Mental Health
Providers released by The Women & Mental Health Committee of The Canadian Mental
Health Association, Manitoba Division. June, 1993 .
4The following three statistics taken from Blackmon, Richard Allen, The Hazards of
Ministry, Fuller Theological Seminary: unpublished PhD Dissertation, 1984 as found in
Center for the Prevention of Sexual and Domestic Violence, 1992, 14.
5This compares to a separate survey in which 5.5% of therapists confessed to sexual
intercourse with a client. The survey of therapists was completed by Holroyd and
Brodsky, 1977, and cited in Blackmon, 1984.
6The following statistics taken from "Sexual Harassment in the United Methodist Church"
(The Office of Research, General Council of Ministries, 1990), cited in Center for the
Prevention of Sexual and Domestic Violence, 1992, 14.
7Marie M. Fortune, "Betrayal of the Pastoral Relationship: Sexual Contact by Pastors and
Pastoral Counsellors" in packet entitled Clergy Ethics: Sexual A buse within the Pastoral
Relationship, 3-4.
8Sharon's story is a compilation of many women's and men's stories.
9Center for the Prevention of Sexual and Domestic Violence, Trainer's Manual, 38.
lOFor a further discussion of power see Richard J. Foster, Money, Sex & Power: The Challenge
of the Disciplined Life, (San Francisco: Harper & Row Publishers, 1985) .

llIbid. , 196.
12Private correspondence from Muriel Bechtel, February 8, 1996.
13Carolyn Holderread Heggen, Sexual A buse in Christian Homes & Churches (Scottdale, PA
and Waterloo, ON: Herald Press, 1993) , 1 1 l .
l4Peter Rutter, "Sex in the Forbidden Zone," in Crossing the Boundary: A buse By
Professionals, (Mennonite Central Committee Women's Concerns, 199 1), 3 .
l5Peter Rutter, Sex i n the Forbidden Zone, (Los Angeles: Jeremy P. Tarcher, Inc., 1986), 42.
l6Peter Rutter, Sex in the Forbidden Zone, (New York: Fawcett Crest, 1989), 24.
l7Lewis Smedes, Forgive & Forget: Healing the Hurts � Do not Deserve, (New York: Harper
Collins Publishing, 1984) .
l8Elizabeth Kubler-Ross. On Death and Dying, (New York: MacMillan Publishers, 1969) .
19E1len Bass & Laura Davis, The Courage to Heal, (New York: Harper

&

Row, 1988) .

2°Judith Lewis Herman, M.D. Trauma and Recovery: The Aftermath of Violence from
Domestic A buse to Political Terror, (New York: Harper Collins, 1992) .
2lMarie M. Fortune. Is Nothing Sacred? (New York: Harper Collins, 1989) , 1 13-1 1 8 .
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22This list draws heavily on information in Center for the Prevention of Sexual and
Domestic Violence, Clergy Misconduct: Sexual A buse in the Ministerial Relationship,
(Seattle: Center for the Prevention of Sexual and Domestic Violence, 1992) , 2 1 .

•

23Ibid., Trainer's Manual, 1 1- 20.

•

•
•

24For details see Center for the Prevention of Sexual and Domestic Violence, 1992.

•

25Center for the Prevention of Sexual and Domestic Violence, 1992.

•
•

26Pamela Cooper-White, "Soul Stealing: Power Relations in Pastoral Sexual Abuse," in
Christian Century, (February 20, 1991), 198.

I

27Center for the Prevention of Sexual and Domestic Violence, Trainer's Manual, 1 1-2 1 .
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28Chilton R. Knudsen, ''Dimensions of Congregational Healing" in Nancy Myer Hopkins (ed.), Oergy
SexualMisconduct: A Systems Perspective, (Washington, DC: Alban Institute, 1993) 40.
29Mark Laaser, The Secret Sin. Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1992.
30Larry Graham, "Healing the Congregation" in Conciliation Quarterly: Pastoral Sexual
Misconduct - The Church's Response (Spring, 199 1), 2ff.
31This section draws heavily on "A Legal Response" by Peter E. Jervis, Lerner & Associates,
Toronto, in Context: Research to Make Religion Relevant, published by MARC Canada, a
division of WorldVision Canada. May, 1993, Vol. 3, Issue 2, 2.

I

32Ibid.

I

33David Brubaker, ". . . In Cases of Clergy Sexual Abuse or Misconduct" in Myer Hopkins, 33.
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THE ADVOCATE
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''Advocacy is focused on getting official bodies to respond to and hear the needs
0/ those who have been injured-not 'speaking/or'
but intervening on behalf0/ those who have spoken but are not being heard."
- An advocate
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T

hose who have experienced sexual abuse
receive support. They need someone to walk
by a church leader or caregiver have suffered
with them, to ensure that they are supported
an injustice. While each surand listened to. They need
vivor's j ourney is different,
someone to promote justice and
"Having an advocate
some survivors choose to con
compassion
for them. This is
would have meant n ot
front their perpetrators and or
the objective of the advocate.
h avin g to expend so
the institutions that employed
Too
often survivors feel that
m u ch
e n e rgy
on
"business, " instead of
them. This may be a part of
they need to go through this ex
working
on
my
healing.
their healing process, a move
perience alone, and the experi
Also [/J would not have
towards returning responsibil
ence can be as difficult and pain
felt
as
alone
while
the
ity to the perpetrator or hold
ful as the original abuse. They
investigation was going
ing them accountable, an at
may be discounted, blamed, huon. "
tempt to receive restitution for
miliated, and revictimized as a
A Survivor
the damages caused (eg. to
result of breaking the silence. 1
cover the costs of counselling),
An advocate is the person who fills the role
or to protect other potential victims. Any
of "walking alongside." The remainder of
or all of the above reasons are valid and imthis manual will focus on the role of the sur
portant.
vivor's advocate and provide information on
Regardless of one's goals, the process of
how to develop advocacy skills.
confronting a powerful individual and or
Often survivors do not realize that they
institution is very frightening. Survivors
have the right to an advocate or even that
may be afraid of retaliation by the perpetra
such a person exists. If they are aware of
tor or of further betrayal by friends, family
the role of an advocate they may have no
and other church members. Some have
idea how to get one. Unfortunately not
been led by the perpetrator to believe that
many conferences or denominations have
their lives will be in danger if they say
an easy process for connecting survivors
anything. They may be afraid of losing their
and advocates. Hopefully, conferences will
position within the church or credibility
soon begin to take it upon themselves to
within the community, of being written off
recommend to survivors that they obtain
as "another hysterical woman." There is
an advocate. Some districts may have
also a fear of reliving all the painful emo
advocacy teams. Additionally, trained
tions which accompanied the abuse.
advocates may choose to alert conference
When survivors have the courage to speak
and denominational offices of the availabil
about their experiences it is critical that they
ity of their services.
25
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P reparation

•

assisting the survivor in locating other
supports

Before serving as an advocate, it is impor
tant to do some preparatory work to un
derstand your motivation, develop your
skills, and clarify your role as advocate.

•

speaking on the survivor's behalf when
they cannot speak themselves

•

locating the institution's policy regard
ing sexual abuse by church leaders or
caregIvers

The Role of the Advocate

•

helping the survivor write the experi
ence down

An advocate is "one who
pleads the case of another, "2
who stands beside and some
times gives voice for another.
The advocate is a person who
actively assists and supports
survivors of sexual abuse by a
church leader or caregiver
through the denominational
or conference complaint proc
ess "to the end that the survi
vors are empowered to reclaim
their own voice and that the
church may once again be a
place of sanctuary. "3 The ad
vocate assists in the survivor's
story and voice being heard by
the official b o dies of the
church.

"Basically, I wanted to
b e b e l i e ve d, u n de r
stood, and assured that
I was right in trying to
c o n fro n t

p e r

petrator] in a Christian
setting. I had hoped for
someone wh o wo uld
h ave th e kn owledg e,
power, and strength to
persevere with me to
fight th ese battles.

I

wa n te d s o m e o n e t o
help me take back my
power. "
A Survivor

There is often confusion around what an
advocate's role does and does not include.
Before filling the role of an advocate it is
important to understand what the role
involves. An advocate is not a counsellor,
therapist, spiritual advisor or friend. The
role does not include being a judge, jury,
decision-maker, mediator or Iawyer.4
Rather, the advocate's role includes the
following:
•

[my

listening - in a believing and non
judgemental manner

•

attending meetings,
investigatory hearings with
the survivor
•

clarifying goals

•

supportIng

•

problem-solving
.
.
suggestIng options

•
•

modelling appropriate
boundaries
•

documenting

•

locating information

Depending on the survivor's
needs and the advocate's
qualifications, the role may also include:
•

helping to write letters and documenta
tion of the abuse

•

serving as a protective cover - {ego as
recipient of formal correspondence
between investigating institution and
surVIvor

•

serving as the "public mouthpiece" if
the survivor's story is shared in public

•

speaking to the media, if requested by
the survivor

•

facilitating meetings of a group of
survivors of the same perpetrator

•

•
•
•
•
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•

•
•

.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

educating others in the system regard
ing sexual abuse

Qualifications of the Advocate

While there are no official qualifications
for being an advocate, the following list
gives an idea of the skills and background
knowledge that are helpful.
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
I

•

•
•

•

I
•
•

.

providing institutions with models for a
fair process

•
•

.

•

•
•

suggesting consultants for the investi.
gating InStitutions

•

comfortable with conflict and an ability
to manage it constructively

•

knows the limitations of the role of an
advocate

•

•

aware of own boundaries

•

•

it is often recommended that they be of
the same gender and race as the survivor

I
I
I

•
I
I
•
I
I
It
I

Self-Examination

As an advocate, you are your own greatest
tool. Consequently, prior to embarking on
good listening, problem-solving and com
a task of this magnitude, it is important to
munication skills
understand one's own motivation and
current situation. People often shy away
outside of the particular
from self-examination or feel
situation and able to pro
" Th e advo cate m ust
that they know themselves so
vide a more objective per
h ave TIM E to spe n d
well that it is not necessary.
spective
w i t h m e - m u st b e
However, as in any other major
e d u ca t e d
in
th e
in touch with own feelings
life decision, you need to have
behaviou
r
of
ab
used
and able to process them
a clear understanding of your
persons as well as that
current situation. The anaware of own feelings with
of abusers. "
swers to these questions may
respect to sexual abuse by
A Survivor
change from situation to
a church leader or
situation-they are not static.
caregIver
trained regarding advocacy work

I

that they take on this role with great
caution, ensuring that their own issues are
resolved. Serving as an advocate cannot be
an attempt to vicariously seek justice. The
survivor's responses to the situation or the
church's responses can easily trigger one's
own unresolved (or partially resolved)
issues. It is difficult to be "survivor di
rected" when the survivor's wishes fly in
the face of one's own experience. The
following section will assist in determining
whether one is ready to take on the role.

knowledge of and the effects of sexual
abuse by a church leader or caregiver

•

•
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Survivors of sexual abuse by a church
leader or caregiver may wish to serve as
advocates for others. It is recommended

There are two aspects to the self-examina
tion recommended here. The first is a look
at the experiences bringing you to where
you are today: feeling called to serve as an
advocate. The second is an examination of
your current situation.
The Stepping Stones exercise in Appendix
B gives advocates a tool to examine their
life history. It is recommended that you
use the exercise to look at the experiences
and beliefs bringing you to this point. You
may find it helpful to then discuss it with a
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supervisor, someone familiar with the role,
or a support person.

•

What does justice look like for me?

•

How do I understand power?

Once you have a picture of what has
brought you to this point the following
self-examination will help you determine
if you are ready. The questions have
been divided into three categories: back
ground know ledge and experiences,
related beliefs and attitudes, and personal
resources. It is recommended that this
exercise be completed prior to each new
assignment as an advocate. (See Appen
dix B.) Again, it would be important to
discuss your answers with a supervisor
(or someone else acquainted with the
role) to ensure that you are prepared for
the role.

•

What is my motivation for advocating?
What draws me to this work?

•

Why do I believe this work is important?

Background Knowledge & Experiences
Do I have the necessary qualifications
(as outlined above)? What do I need in
order to develop them?
•

•

What strengths do I bring?

•

What will be my areas of difficulty?

•

Do I think this experience will trigger
any of my own experiences of violation
or victimization? If so, how will I deal
with my issues?

Related Beliefs & Attitudes
What are my feelings and beliefs around
sexual abuse by a church leader or
caregiver? For example, why does it
happen?

Personal Resources - Internal
What might this action cost me?
•

•

What do I need to feel rewarded?

•

How will I find nourishment and
renew my energy?

•

How do I respond when it seems others
need me? Is it gratifying? Do I resent
their neediness?

•

How do I deal with rejection and
disappointment?

Personal Resources - External
What social supports do I have? Who
are my outside friends with whom I
can relax and spend time with?
•

•

Does my family or friendship network
support me?

•

Who can provide professional supervi
sion and support?

•

Which relationships may be hampered?

•

Are there any conflicts of interest in
this particular situation?

•

Am I experiencing any major life transi
tions or crises? What is happening in
other parts of my life?

•

..
..
..
...
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
�

•

•
•
•
•
•
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important to help survivors see the
offender's actions clearly and to
constantly remind them that
responsibility for the abuse lies with
the church leader or caregiver.

Advocating

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
I
I
I
•
I
•

The Advocate's Responsibilities5

There are many elements to an advocate's job
5. Understand that a primary effect of the
and advocates sometimes wonder what all it
abuse is a loss of trust. It is important
involves. The following list will help keep
that you understand that the survivor
the responsibilities clear. As an
may not be able to trust you
advocate you will want to:
" [My a dvo ca te] h a s
quickly or completely. Assure
helped m e to find my
them that it is okay if you are
1 . Listen to the survivor as
voice as a survivor. "
not completely trusted, rethey tell you their experi
minding them that trust is
A Survivor
ences and feelings, treating
something a person earns.
the story with respect. Tell6. Clarify both the survivor's and your
ing one's story is a sacred event and we
own expectations and assumptions
need to remember we are walking on holy
about the relationship. At this point it
ground.
may be helpful to discuss what your
2 . Allow the survivor to exhibit rage and
role does and does not include. For
anguish, and refrain from being judge
example, it is important that you both
mental or impatient. At times, this
be aware that this is not a friendship or
anger may be turned upon you, the
mutual relationship.
advocate, as you are likely the safest and
7. Set clear boundaries. (See section on
most accessible person to turn against.
Boundaries on p. 39.)
Generally, it is important to try to
avoid being defensive or hurt while in
8. Assure the survivor that, to the best of
the survivor's presence, and to keep
your abilities, you will see the process
your perspective. This does not mean
through to the end. However, in order
accepting hurtful behaviour, but rather
to avoid false expectations, it is often
addressing it and exploring the underly
useful to set up semi-annual evaluation
ing feelings.
times. If, for some reason, you need to
withdraw from your role, discuss this
3. Respect the survivor's decisions about
decision with your supervisor and then
w hat is best for them, even if their
with the survivor. It is important,
wishes run counter to what you think
whenever possible, to give a month's
should be done. Be very clear that the
notice and to help find a replacement.
survivor is the final decision-maker.
(See section on "Survivor-Directed
Advocacy" on p. 36.)

•
•
•
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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4.

Respect the survivor's feelings about
the offender. Survivors often have
strong positive as well as negative
feelings towards their perpetrator and
therefore feel very confused. It is

9.

Refer the survivor to other resources
and supports, such as a therapist, pasto
ral counsellor, lawyer, community
hotline, or victim assistance fund.

1 0 . Check

on the survivor periodically,
since there may be long periods of
waiting between steps. The survivor
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may feel especially alone or discouraged
at those times, but also may be reluc
tant to "bother" you. Take initiative
and make contact.
1 1 . Help

the survivor see all the options.
Many believe they must do either
nothing at all or sue. The "Wheel of
Options" on p. 34 elaborates on this.
Brainstorm together on the costs and
benefits of each option, clarifying the
survivor's choice of the most appropri
ate option.

12. Help

the survivor to write down their
expenence.

the survivor for what may
happen at each stage of the process. As
you move along in the process, go over
possible actions, rehearse responses, and
encourage the survivor to decide on
alternate options. Be realistic about
what may happen but also remain
optimistic.

experience suggestions to pray or
Scripture quotations as Christians
cutting conversation short or being
unwilling to listen and support.
1 7. Take

care of yourself. (See section on
Self-Care on p. 45.)

Pitfalls

There are also a number of pitfalls that
advocates often fall into. As you advocate,
you will want to be careful to avoid the
following actions:
•

Offering interpretations of what the
.
.
survIvor s expenence means or In any
way denying its significance for the
survivor. What is experienced as abu
sive will differ from person to person.
Phrases such as the frequently-heard
"Well, at least he did not rape you" (or
any variation) need to be avoided.

•

Forcing solutions on the survivor, as if
you know what is best for them.

•

Trying to play a dual role. Being the
survivor's advocate is more than enough.
Do not try to be advocate for members of
their family, the congregation etc. (See
section on "Dual Roles" on p. 41.)

1 3 . Prepare

14. Keep

confidences. (See section on
Confidentiality on p. 37.)

1 5 . Expect

to hear the same story over
and over; try not to exhibit boredom
or impatience. Survivors need to tell
their stories many times. As they
come to trust you further, some new
elements of the story may emerge;
never assume that you have heard
everything.

1 6 . Remain

non-judgemental when the
survivor expresses questions about or
anger at God. Let them know that any
discussion about God and faith and any
spiritual actions, such as praying, will
be at their initiative rather than your
own. Many perpetrators within the
church use the Bible, God or prayer as a
part of their abusive behaviour.
Additionally, many survivors

.

,

Initial Response to the Survivor

As in any interpersonal setting, the first
meeting between the advocate and survivor
often sets the tone for the remainder of the
relationship. This meeting is an important
opportunity to develop trust and open
communication. The following sugges
tions may serve as reminders of points to
cover in the first couple of meetings:6
•

If you do not know each other, intro
duce yourself, letting the survivor know

..
..
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..
..
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..
..
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•
•
•
•
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•

that you have been trained as an advo
cate. If you have any official roles
within the conference or denomination,
let the survivor know so that there are
no surprises later and in case there is a
conflict of interest that you had not
thought of.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Determine if there are any conflicts of
interest which will affect your advocat
ing on behalf of this survivor (eg. any
previous relationship with the perpetra
tor) . If so, help the survivor find an
other advocate and remove yourself
from the situation.

•

Clarify your role and the survivor's
expectations.

•
•
•
I
I
I
•
•

•

•
I
•
I
•
•
•
I
•
I
•
I
I
I
I
I
I
•

Identify supports that the survivor has
in place. This may include family,
friends, a therapist, lawyer, spiritual
director, or doctor. If there are sup
ports missing suggest that the survivor
locate such support. If necessary, and if
the survivor wishes, make referrals to
appropriate resources including the
local sexual assault hotline.

•

Negotiate boundaries, both the survi
vor's and your own. An important
arena to discuss in this respect is phone
contact. Where and when is the survi
vor comfortable being contacted? Some
survivors do not want to discuss this
issue when their children or spouses are
around; others cannot take calls at
work. Where and when are you com
fortable being contacted? (See the
section on Boundaries on p. 39.)
Discuss confidentiality and assure the
survivor that you will keep what is
discussed between you confidential,
indicating any exceptions. Be aware
that while you are bound by the con
fines of confidentiality, the survivor is

31

not. If you have a supervisor let the
survivor know who that person is and
what their role is. (See section on
Confidentiality on p. 37.)
•

Listen to the survivor's story. While it
will be important to obtain clarity on
the details of what happened, in the
first meeting you will want to focus on
the survivor's feelings, needs and hurts.
Be careful not to put words into their
mouth or to assume reactions and
responses.

•

Assure the survivor that you believe
them and that others have also been
abused this way. This reassurance helps
survivors know that they are not alone
and that it is not their fault or responsi
bility. If you find that you do not or
cannot believe what you have heard,
then you are not the appropriate
person to serve as their advocate. At
this point you should help find an
other advocate and remove yourself
from the situation.

•

Do not make promises you cannot
keep. A survivor's ability to trust has
been seriously hurt by the abuse; it will
be important that you show yourself
trustworthy.

•

Assess the emotional stability of the
survivor. Is there risk of attempting
suicide? (See Appendix F for Suicide
Intervention guidelines.)

•

Remember that the survivor has
suffered a maj or spiritual trauma as a
result of the abuse. Do not assume
that a survivor wants to pray, hear
biblical stories, or be reassured of
forgiveness. It is usually helpful to
discuss spiritual boundaries with
respect to actions such as talking
about God and praying.
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Problem-Solving

An understanding of problem-solving
processes will be helpful when working as
an advocate. Often, when faced with a
large problem or with a number of prob
lems, people get "stuck," not knowing
what to do, and either do nothing or do
the first thing they think of without pre
paring carefully. This section will outline a
problem-solving method which should
clarify decision-making and hopefully be
empowenng.
The steps below outline a generic process.
To help explain the process, we will follow
one woman, Susan, as she begins her jour
ney of healing from sexual abuse by a
church leader or caregiver. Bear in mind
that the example is a case study, not pre
scriptive nor exhaustive; the particulars
will differ from person to person. It is
important for advocates to go through this
process with survivors, not assuming what
they want or that we have all the answers.
If there are options which they have not
thought of we may suggest them, allowing
survivors to evaluate the ideas.

Step One: Outline the situation that needs
changing in as much detail as possible.
In situations of sexual abuse by a church
leader or caregiver you must name the
abuse and its consequences.
Rather than just "Susan was
sexually abused by her pastor, " the situa
tion may be:

Example:

•

Susan was sexually abused by her pastor.

•

Susan blames herselffor what happened.

•

Susan is dealing with a lot ofpersonal
problems as a result of the abuse.

•

Susan is afraid to go to church.

•

Susan has spent a lot of money on counsel
ling expenses.

•

Susan has heard ofsomeone else who is
being abused and who is afraid to say
anything.

•

Susan thinks there are other victims who
have not said anything.

•

Susan wants to protect others from experi
encing what she has experienced.

Step Two: Determine what the survivor
wants to accomplish (goals).
Another way to phrase this step may be
the question "What do you need in order
to experience some healing from the
abuse?"
Example:

Susan's goals and hopes may be:

•

to healfrom the effects of the abuse

•

to confront her pastor with what he did to
her and how it affected her

•

to learn more about sexual abuse by a
church leader or caregiver

•

to have him remfYVedfrom leadership in
the church

•

to protect others

•

to warn others

•

to believe that it was not herfault

•

to discfYVer ifher conference's policy
considers what he did to be inappropriate

•

to receive an apology and be told it was
not herfault
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•

to talk to others who have experienced
similar abuse

•

to have her counselling costs paid

•

to have him pay her counselling costs

•

to see some form of institutional account
ability for his actions

•

to consider bringing charges in a church
or civil system

•

to have him publicly acknowledge what
he has done and promise not to do it
agazn

•

to make sure this never happens to anyone
ever agazn

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Step Three: Evaluate and priorize
goals, based on importance and
attainability.
The order in which survivors priorize
their goals will differ from person to
person, since they are the only ones
who can determine their importance.
However, an advocate can play an
important role in evaluating the attain
ability of goals first . Additionally, the
advocate can help the survivor see the
benefit of placing an easily attainable
go al first . This increases the chances
of success in meeting one's goals, giv
i ng energy, and strength to pursue the
next .
Susan determined that while she
wanted to fill all her goals, it probably was
not possible that her actions alone would
ensure that this abuse never happened to
anyone ever again. After evaluating her
goals with her advocate, she decided that her
first five goals were, in order:
Example:
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1. To talk to others who had experienced
similar abuse. She placed this goalfirst
because shefound it the least frightening
and because her advocate said she could
help connect her with someone.
2. To tell the perpetrator what he did and how
it affected her. She still wanted an apology
and to have him publicly acknowledge
what he had done, but realized that it was
not within her power at this point.
3.

To have her counselling costs paid (prefer
ably by him, but it was more important
to her to have them covered than to wait
for him to do it).

4.

To warn others. She realized she could not
protect others but could do her best by
warning them.

5. To receive an apology and be told it was
not herfault. Even though her advocate
felt this was not an attainable goal given
his total denial, it was important enough
for her to keep on her list ofgoals.

Step Four: Determine all possible means
of meeting one's goals.
'Often survivors feel that they have only
two choices: doing nothing or pursuing a
lawsuit. One of the advocate's responsibili
ties is to help identify all possible actions.
The following "Wheel of Options" will
help put the options in perspective. Note
that the "Wheel of Options" does not infer
random selection. Rather, it suggests there
are numerous options with no linear
hierarchy and that a combination of
choices may be appropriate. Survivors
often have other suggestions. At this point
in the process you want to brainstorm all
possible ideas without evaluating them.

..
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Wheel of O ptions
This "Wheel of Options" does not infer random selection. Rather, it suggests there is no
linear hierarchy, and a combination of choices may be appropriate.
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Step Five: Determine which action
feels most suited to the first goal.
At this p oint , take the first goal and
determine how best to meet it with the
range of options.
Susan 's first goal had been to
speak with someone else who had
experienced sim ilar abuse. They
determined that she could do so in one of
three ways: attending a survivor group,
contacting a national agency which
worked with survivors ofprofessional
sexual abuse, or by the advocate
contacting a woman she knew who had
confronted her youth leader several years
earlier.
Example:

Susan felt overwhelmed at the thought of
joining a support group and felt that there
were too many personal issues she wanted
to work through in individual counselling
first. While she liked the anonymity of
contacting the national agency, she felt
that it was important to speak with
someone from her own denomination.
She felt that person would most
understand her feelings and experiences.
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Step Six: A fter cho osing a first action,
determine the steps involved in
following through and proceed. It is
often helpful to determ ine a backup plan
in case the original plan does not work.
Susan and her advocate
decided that the advocate would contact
the other survivor (Lucy). They agreed
that the advocate could say that she was
working with a woman who had been
sexually a bused by her pastor and who
Example:
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would like to speak with someone who
had also been abused by a church leader.
If Lucy agreed, then the advocate would
give her Susan 's first name and phone
number. They also decided that if Lucy
said that she was not a ble to speak with
Susan then the next step would be
contacting the national agency.
When the advocate contacted Lucy, she
said she would be willing to provide
some support to Susan; however, she was
not comfortable doing so through the
phone. She mentioned that she had an
unlisted number because she had received
too many harassing calls in the past and
that she was very careful about giving
out her phone num ber. She said that she
could meet Susan in person or they could
exchange correspondence. She gave the
advocate her address.

Step Seven: Evaluate results of first
action: should actions be altered?
Continued? Discontinued?
Example: The advocate let Susan know
Lucy 's response. Susan was not
comfortable meeting Lucy because she
still was not sure how public she wanted
to be about her experience. She decided
to write Lucy a letter and see how that
went.

After five or six letters, Susan and Lucy
met. Susan told her advocate that it had
really helped her to speak with someone
else who had experienced sim ilar pain.
Believing that Lucy had not deserved to
be hurt gave Susan some hope that maybe
it had not been her own fault either.
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Step Eight: When ready to work on the
next goal, repeat steps three to seven.
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For F u rther Clarification

There are a number of issues and dynamics
Susan soon felt ready to work
facing advocates which require detailed
on her next goal. When they looked at
consideration. In particular this section
the goals she had established earlier, she
explores survivor-directed advocacy, confi
said that her next goal was still to tell
dentiality, supervision, boundaries, dual
her perpetrator what he had done and
roles, assertiveness, documentation and
how it had hurt her. Initially she
self-care.
thought that she wanted to talk to him
alone, with just her advocate present, so
that no one would have to know what
Survivor-Directed Advocacy
had happened to her. However, she
It is important that an advocate's work be
found that she was too afraid of what he
survivor-directed. This means that the
might do if they were alone and was
advocate does not make decisions on behalf
afraid that if she did not involve some
of the survivor or respond in a
one with authority that he
manner that the survivor is
would hurt her or her family.
" Th e e n tire p ro cess
with. The
uncomfortable
She decided that she wanted to
should be empowering
survivor determines the plan
pursue their church's complaint
for the [survivor] so the
of action and the advocate
procedures.
a l l o ws
a dv o c a t e
assists in fulfilling it.
s u rvivors to take as
As she had never seen a copy
m uch action on th eir
When serving as advocate we
own as possible. "
of the policy, the advocate
need to remember that survi
agreed to loca te it for her.
An Advocate
are the ones most affected
vors
Once they received a copy
by the results of their actions.
they studied it together, tak.
Encouraging survivors to respond in a way
ing note of what would be demanded of
that is not comfortable to them could
her. They then cut this task into smaller
jeopardize their healing. We need to re
segments, continuing to determine goals
member that we are likely not aware of all
and options for meeting them and evalu
the factors and dynamics affecting a decision.
ating their actions.
Example:

A survivor may, at any point ,
decide to do nothing. This may be
very frustrating to the advocate who
has invested a great deal of time into
determining options or who is person
ally hoping to see the perpetrator held
accountable for their actions. At these
points it is important to remember
that an advocate's work is to be survi
vor-driven, but that advocates ' own
needs should be met elsewhere. (See
section on " Self-Care" on p. 4 5 .)
Note:

Being survivor-directed does not necessar
ily mean that the advocate automatically
does everything that the survivor men
tions. Prior to any action, the two of you
should look at options and the pros and
cons of each one. (See section on Problem
solving on p. 32.)
If you are uncomfortable with a survivor's
decision, think carefully about the reasons
for your discomfort. If your hesitation has
to do with your own well-being or
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personal issues in your own life, then you
should work through your concerns with
an outside party (eg. a supervisor) . If it
relates to a value clash between yourself
and the survivor, discuss your options first
with your supervisor and then with the
survivor. If your discomfort relates to
possible results of the action then discuss
this again with the survivor. One of you
may have thought of results or reasons that
the other is not aware of. In the end, the
survivor's wishes should be followed. If
you feel you cannot participate in a
particular response (eg. for safety reasons)
explain to the survivor that you will not be
able to accompany them. Let them know
that this does not mean you are
withdrawing your overall support. If they
are still planning to proceed help them
locate someone who can support them.
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ways to share the story while protecting their
identity.
There are two exceptions to being entirely
survivor-directed, both of which concern
confidentiality. If the survivor is a minor
or if you are aware of other minors who
are being hurt by the accused, then you are
legally mandated to report the situation to
the local child protection authorities. If
you are aware that someone (including the
survivor or perpetrator) is in physical
jeopardy, it is recommended that you act to
protect that person. (See section on Confi
dentiality below.)
Confidentiality

Maintaining confidentiality is ensuring
that the survivor's identity or story is not
shared with anybody without the survi
vor's permission. Confidentiality and
Sometimes advocates and support persons
secrecy are often confused.
feel caught between the impor
"For
som
e
su
rvivors,
Confidentiality is a privacy
tance of being survivor-directed
is
c o n fi d e n t i a l i ty
which encourages mainte
and wanting to share enough of
absolutely imperative,
nance of trust and security; it
the survivor's story to protect
for others it symbolizes
answers the questions "Who
potential victims. A situation
secrecy. . . I gUfJrd the
must
know? Who is part of
may occur where the survivor
i d e n t i ty o f [o th e r1
the problem? Who is part of
does not want to share their
su rvivors who can n ot
the solution?" Conversely,
story but the advocate feels that
be public about their
secrecy is keeping a problem
if it is told others will not be
abuse. It is best for the
advocate and survivor
hidden, concealed from per
hurt. This is a very difficult
to d isc uss wh at th e
sons who need to know.
situation. However, there are
survivor
needs
and
for
Silence or secrecy contribute
several concerns connected
guidelines to be clearly
to the continuation of abuse.7
with sharing a victim's story
established.
Some sources differentiate
without their permission. The
between the two by indicating
survivor may feel violated and
A Survivor
that confidentiality protects
betrayed, with the effects of the
the victim's well-being while secrecy pro
abuse possibly compounded. Telling the
tects the perpetrator from consequences.
story without the survivor's permission
means that you cannot substantiate your al
It is important for the advocate and survi
legations, which opens up the possibility of
vor to discuss how the survivor wants to
a lawsuit. It is more helpful to explore solu
handle the question of confidentiality.
tions with the survivor, possibly exploring
/I
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Again, the survivor should set the direc
tion in this area. Sometimes there are valid
reasons that something should be shared
with a third party. At those times the
survivor's permission should first be ob
tained, preferably in writing.
While maintaining confidentiality, it is
important that the advocate have some
form of support and supervision, someone
with whom to debrief the situation. The
survivor should be informed of this need
and assured that the purpose is to ensure
that their advocate is responding in the
most appropriate fashion. Survivors
should be told who the supervisor is and
what sorts of things will be talked about:
the advocate's feelings, actions and the
process, rather than the survivor's story. It
is important that the survivor know the
identity of the supervisor in case it is
someone they know and feel uncomfort
able with. If there is a valid reason for the
advocate not to see that person then the
advocate should find someone else and
confirm that person with the survivor.
Whether or not people know that you are
serving as an advocate, you may get drawn
into conversations regarding the situation
you are working with. This is an area that
should be discussed with the survivor.
Many advocates have responded to this
situation by talking about the bigger pic
ture or aspects of the situation which are
public knowledge. In doing so you will
not have to acknowledge your role by your
silence.
As mentioned earlier, the two exceptions
to maintaining confidentiality are if the
victim is a child (in which case you must
report the situation to child welfare au
thorities) or if someone's physical well
being is in jeopardy. For example, if the
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survivor phones you indicating that they
are about to commit suicide and that they
have the means, the advocate should con
tact the police in order to protect their life.
(See Appendix G for suggestions regarding
responding to suicidal ideation.)

Supervision

Supervision is a way to ensure that you
are doing your best for the survivor you
work for. A supervisor is someone with
whom you can debrief the situation,
focusing particularly on your boundaries,
feelings, and responses. This person will
provide feedback, encouragement, and
lessen the feeling that you are alone in
this work.
Locating a supervisor may feel like a daunt
ing task. Ideally, your supervisor is some
one who has served as an advocate and has
supervisory experience. They should have
an understanding of sexual abuse by a
church leader or caregiver and of the
related dynamics. They should have a high
degree of self-awareness and a good under
standing of boundaries. If you do not
know of other advocates in your commu
nity a local counselling agency may be able
to recommend someone to serve in this
capacIty.
The supervisor should be brought in early
in the process. They can help you assess if
you are prepared for this role, possibly
going over your self-examination with you.
They can help you identify your bounda
ries and check if you are meeting your own
needs. Together you can discuss areas of
difficulty, brainstorm options, and rehearse
responses. The focus of the supervisor's
attention is you-your feelings, actions and
the process.
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Boundaries

One of the most critical areas to be aware
of when working with those who have
been hurt is the issue of boundaries. When
serving as an advocate, it is crucial to have a
clear understanding of boundaries and to
maintain them.
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whom we are more intimate than others.
There are times when we are more open to
intimacy than others. Thus, boundaries
have flexibility. When people enter an area
they have not been invited into, they have
crossed a boundary.

We all have boundaries which affect both
how we relate to others and how others
relate to us. A boundary is the area that is
our own, the area that no one should enter
without our permission. Wanda Derksen
Bergen describes them as "guidelines which
help maintain respect, dignity, and sacred
ness of myself and others." 8 They may be
physical, emotional, mental, sexual, finan
cial, professional, or spiritual. Some
boundaries are explicit while others are
implicit. Our boundaries vary from per
son to person and may change over time.
You may not be aware of what your
boundaries are, but we all have them.

Working With Those Whose Boundaries
Have Been Crossed
Abuse is the crossing of boundaries. Sexual
abuse by a church leader or caregiver is the
crossing of sexual, spiritual, emotional and
physical boundaries. A person whose
boundaries have been crossed or who
crosses another's boundaries, has been
taught that boundaries are irrelevant.
They may not be aware of the importance
or possibility of personal boundaries.
Someone who was abused early in life has
had limited opportunity to develop
boundaries, which tend to develop through
learning.

To help yourself think about boundaries,
picture a house with a fence around the
yard. There may be some people who are
not invited into the yard, although likely
many are. Just because someone is invited
into the yard, does not mean they are
invited onto the porch. Likewise from the
porch to the living room and the living
room to the bedroom. A person needs to
be invited into each area of the house.
Additionally, one invitation does not
necessarily mean an open invitation. For
example, if I invite my mail carrier into my
living room for a drink of water, that does
not mean that the next time they come to
my home, they can automatically walk in .

We need to conscientiously respect the
boundaries of those with whom we work,
since they may be learning to identify and
protect their own boundaries. Conse
quently, they may be very strict or firm in
naming them. It may feel rigid, but for
them it is an important part of regaining
control over their own life.

As humans, our boundaries work in a
similar fashion. We invite others to vary
ing levels of intimacy and different behav
iours with us. There are some people with

An initial part of clarifying and maintain
ing boundaries is discussing them so that
both individuals have a sense of what they
are. Let the other person know that they
do not have to answer any questions that
feel uncomfortable. Additionally, any
physical contact (such as placing a comfort
ing hand on the knee, or a casual hug)
should only occur when requested. Check
in with the survivor occasionally to see
how they are feeling about how their
boundaries are being respected.

..
..
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It is important to remain aware of your
own boundaries when working with those
whose boundaries have been crossed. This
awareness fills several purposes:
1 . In maintaining our own boundaries, we
model that people have the right to set
boundaries and to protect or defend
them. A crucial part of healing from
abuse issues includes learning (or re
learning) what one's boundaries are and
learning to protect them. Our model
ling of healthy boundaries is one way of
teaching this.
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promises which you cannot keep. Be
aware, though, that as you begin to
communicate and maintain your
boundaries, you may feel
uncomfortable or rigid.
If it becomes clear that boundaries need
renegotiating or clarifying, the advo
cate can initiate a discussion rather
than wait for the check-in. Some
times the needs are quite different in
the earlier stages of the process before
other supports are in place. When
you exhibit flexibility coupled with
clarity, you also teach and model for
the survivor.

2. Sometimes in relating to survivors,
friends or caregivers (including advocates)
3 . A person who has been severely
start with fairly open boundaries (eg. "feel
traumatized and is attempt
free to phone anytime, day
ing to confront the perpetra
or night, as often as you
'}\s a survivor, I have
tor or system may be quite
need") . However, as time
witnessed the fine line
needy. Pacing yourself is
b e twe e n a cc e p t i n g
goes on they may realize
necessary to protect you
help a n d using people.
that they are not comfort
from
burnout. It is recom
and
B o u n da ries
able with those boundaries
mended that you draw your
ground rules must be
and will start to pull back.
boundaries conservatively at
esta b lish e d between
While the advocate's intent
the
beginning and modify
th e a dvo c a t e a n d
is protection from "burn
survivor to ensure that
later as you feel comfortable.
out," survivors will likely
t h is p ro cess c a n b e
4. It is important to be
experience this as rejection
healthy a n d sa fe for
consistent in your bounda
of who they are. This pull
both parties. "
ries. If your boundaries
ing-back may confirm their
A Survivor
change without warning or
feelings that "people will
fluctuate in the relationship,
not like me if they get to
survivors may not know what the
know who I really am." Our attempts to
boundaries are or how you want them
spare feelings may result in increasing
to relate to you. Your confusion
hurt.
about your own boundaries will lead
Consequently, you are encouraged to begin
them to be confused also.
the advocacy relationship by clearly
5. People who have been abused have
communicating personal boundaries.
been taught that their boundaries are
Once this has been done you can check
unimportant. If you are not aware of
in with the survivor regarding those
their boundaries, you may inadvert
boundaries on a regular basis. If either
ently cross them. When this occurs,
party needs to change them, the check
they may transfer some of their anger
in would be an appropriate time to do
towards the perpetrator onto you.
so. It is also important not to make
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Identifying Your Boundaries
It is helpful to take some time to think
about your boundaries and make a list of
what they are. You may find this process
difficult. It helps to think about the behav
iours and questions or comments which
make you uncomfortable. Below are a
number of questions to help you get
started. The examples listed are not recom
mendations but rather boundaries which
some have chosen.
Additionally, you may discover in this
process that you have few or "low" bounda
ries. You may feel comfortable with these
boundaries. However, it is important to
sharpen your boundaries to a level more
appropriate to the role of an advocate.
Discussing your boundaries with a quali
fied supervisor will assist you in determin
ing the appropriateness of your boundaries.
•

A common area of boundary concern is
the telephone. Are there any times of day
when or places where you would prefer
not to receive calls? For example, after
you go to bed, during supper, first thing
in the morning, at work. Do you feel
free to ignore the phone?

•

Are there certain times or events during
which you do not like to be interrupted
or which are "sacred" to you? For exam
ple, a morning quiet time; "Friday
evening is family time."

•

Are there places where you are not
comfortable discussing certain issues?
For example, you may not want to
discuss abuse issues in your own home,
at social events.
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•

How can you protect the boundaries
around your relationships with family
and close friends? How do you prevent
this role from overriding your other
relationships?
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•

Which activities make you uncomfort
able? For example, greeting others with
a hug, having someone touching you
when standing next to you.

•

Are there questions which you find
uncomfortable or intrusive? For exam
ple, an acquaintance asking you about
your spiritual well-being; being asked to
talk about a hurt that is still very fresh.

•

In what ways do you use body language
to create a physical barrier? For exam
ple, folded arms, holding objects in
front of you. When do you do so?

•

When do you feel used? When that
happens, one of your boundaries has
been crossed.

Remember that the advocate's boundaries
will not be the same as the survivor's.
Advocating is not a mutual relationship.
Be sensitive to this difference as sometimes
survivors feel angry that the other person is
not as vulnerable as they are. However, it
must be clear that the relationship is there
to meet the needs of the survivor, not the
advocate. Too much openness can cause a
stumbling block in the relationship. For
instance, one advocate, believing she was in
a trusting relationship with the survivor,
shared some of her theological beliefs.
Because these beliefs were different than
the survivor's, it caused the survivor to
question her advocate, and became a stum
bling block.
Dual Roles

Advocates can easily find themselves in
dual roles. They may also be serving as a
friend, counsellor, mediator, pastor or
procedural consultant. This is problematic
even if one believes the dual roles will not
affect either function. One advocate shares
her experience:

42
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A woman, Jane, who was being sexually
harassed by a man in her church approached
me, requesting that I serve as an advocatefor
her. She had already spoken with the church
leadership team and they had appointed an
investigatory body. The accused was refusing
to meet with the investigators but was telling
other congregants his version of the story.
9

in that role. However, Jane had no one to
speak on her behalf. I attempted to do so to
some extent but felt that I did not have the
freedom to say as much as I would have
otherwise. Consequently, Janefelt left out of
the process. The congregation was much
more interested in their healing than in
seeing that Jane experienced justice.

Prior to my ever acting as her advocate, the
As Jane and I discussed it later we both felt it
investigatory body found the accused guilty of
would have been wise to have had both a
the accusations. The matter was returned to
consultant and an advocate. Shefelt that she
the church leadership team to
was not heard and Ifelt that my
hands
had been tied. we had
determine how to respond. At
" Th e co n flict was
thought that the affirmation
that point, Jane suggested that I
prim arily beca use of
the demands it placed
from the investigatory body
act as a consultant to the leader
on my time and energy
meant that her voice had been
ship team. She stated that she was
.
.
.
It
a
lso
cre
a
t
e
d
heard and affirmed. we discov
satisfied with the outcome ofthe
conflicts with others in
ered that there were other places
investigation and that she would
the congregation who
that she needed to be heard, and
like to see the congregation re
fe lt I sh o u ld h a v e
I was not able to fill both roles.
ceive assistance in processing this
n e u tra l
re m a i n e d
matter. Since neither ofus could
during this phase. "
As this situation shows, filling
see a conflict, Iproceeded as a con
A
Pastor
dual roles is not as simple as it
sultant to her congregation and
initially appears to be. There
conference.
are times when the roles conflict, usually
with the survivor being the loser.
Thefirst complication happened prior to my
first meeting with the church leadership team.
If the advocate is also the counsellor or
The accused had contacted a lawyer who
therapist,
they may know more about the
wanted to meet with the Executive. I was
survivor's background than is appropriate.
called into this meeting andfound myself
Instead of problem-solving they may wish
serving as both consultant and advocate. I
to explore the deeper dynamics behind a
attempted to be clear as to which role I was
survivor's responses. If the advocate re
filling and gave priority to my role as Jane's
sponds in a way which is uncomfortable
advocate,figuring that ifa process was not
for the survivor, they have lost the counsel
fair to her then it was not fair to the congre
ling environment in which to process this
gation.
discomfort. Additionally, the needs of
survivors are often so deep that they need a
For the most part, there were not many
number of support persons in their lives.
complications or conflicts. However, as the
leadership team discussed how to process this
When advocates are also pastors, they may
incident with the congregation I experienced
experience a number of conflicts between
a conflict. we had all agreed that my pri
their role in the congregation or conference
mary role was as consultant and so I served
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and role as advocate. The role as pastor is thus
consultant's or mediator's focus precludes
weakened in several ways. Walking closely
them from focusing on the survivor's
beside a survivor takes a great deal of time,
needs. Someone else needs to fill that role.
and consequently a pastor will have less time
to minister to the rest of the congregation.
Many survivors have indicated that the
This could lead to resentment from the con
only people they could find to advocate for
gregation which feels abandoned by its pas
them were friends or spouses. While a
tor and may actually increase
previous friendship may mean
negative feelings towards the
the advocate makes more time
"My husband could not
survivor. Additionally, by be
available and may be more
be objective b eca use
ing closely tied to the survi
emotionally sensitive, there
he was so close to the
situation
.
At
tim
es
he
are drawbacks. As a friend
vor, the pastor may not be
felt he was my parent.
perceived as accessible for a
becomes an advocate the
His
entire
focus
in
life
portion of the congregation.
relationship may become
was h is w o rk a n d
This leaves them without a
more professional, and the
helping me. Now that I
survivor loses an important
p asto r. W h i l e t h e p asto r
a m stro n g a n d th e
friendship. Some advocates
needs to support the survivor,
process is over, he feels
have
indicated a concern that
too intense an involvement
very lost. His role has
their emotional attachments
will likely hurt all parties.
become obsolete. "
have clouded their judgement.
A Survivor
The pastor may also experience
If one's spouse is serving as
a conflict because of their ties
advocate, the marriage may
to the conference and possibly to the perpe
become too focused on this one issue.
trator. In confronting a conference, pastors
Additionally, the end of an investigation
may jeopardize their professional position.
will also put a strain on the relationship as
While they may make this choice, it must be
the primary focus leaves.
recognized that the pastor may not be ready
or able to take that risk. Thus, he or she is
in a conflict of interest position, choosing
Assertiveness
between the survivor and their own well-be
Communicating assertively is important
ing. The pastor may have been a co-worker
for an advocate. Understanding assertive
and friend of the perpetrator and vulnerable
communication will be helpful in a
to causing personal feelings that hinder the
number of areas. If you understand the
ability to advocate effectively. Additionally,
principals of assertive communication you
even if there was not a close relationship it
will be able to help the survivor
may be difficult for the survivor to trust
communicate clearly, perhaps even by role
someone who has contact with the perpetra
playing or by rehearsing conversations.
tor in other settings.
Assertive communication will also assist
Both mediators and consultants have, as a
you in maintaining your own boundaries
primary commitment, a focus on the
and in confronting those who are
system as a whole or "the big picture."
responding to the situation (such as
While the needs of the survivor should not
conference or denominational representa
be contradictory to the big picture, the
tives or the investigative team) .
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There are four recognized types of commu.
nlcatlon: paSSIve, aggressIve, passlveaggressive, and assertive.
.

.

.

.

A passive response involves saying nothing
in order to avoid conflict, keeping our real
feelings inside, agreeing with someone
rather than expressing our own feelings,
allowing others to take advantage of us, or
running away or leaving a situation rather
than face it. When responding passively
we feel nervous, irritated, insignificant and
angry with ourselves and others.
An aggressive response involves exploding
angrily at another person, blaming some
one else for our situation or taking out our
pent-up anger on the wrong person. When
responding aggressively, we feel embar
rassed, angry, foolish, self-conscious and
out of control.
A passive-aggressive response involves
smiling pleasantly while "stabbing in the
back," appearing to be supportive while
putting the other person down, sabotaging
the efforts of others but not admitting it,
or being dishonest about our feelings,
pretending to care when we do not. When
responding passive-aggressively, we feel
depressed, confused, frustrated and angry,
but appear enthusiastic, controlled and
loving.
Finally, an assertive response involves
expressing how we feel, what we need, or
what we believe without putting down
another person or violating their dignity
and personal rights. When responding
assertively we feel respected, in control,
self-confident, and like a worthy individual.
It is not always easy to respond assertively.
You may wonder if your concerns are

legitimate. You may be concerned about
responding either too strongly or not
strongly enough. The following questions
will help you form your response:
•

What are my rights in this situation?
What do I need? List these things.

•

How do I feel?

•

What would I like to say? Think
through your message and its wording.

•

What is stopping me from saying what
I want to say? For example, fear or
nervousness.

•

What would be the consequences of
being assertive? What would be the
consequences of not being assertive?

Merely deciding to respond assertively is
not enough. Many of us have not been
taught how to respond assertively and so it
does not come naturally. The following list
of hints and skills will assist you in formu
lating your message. If you need further
assistance, a number of organizations offer
assertiveness trainings and most libraries
have many books on the topic.

Additional Hints & Skills for Responding
Assertively
Use "I-statements," that is, state what I
need, how I feel, rather than what the
other person does, needs or feels. Exam
ple: "I need some time alone," rather
than "You are always bugging me."
•

•

Body language is important. Use good
eye contact, keep your voice level and
even (not too loud or soft), ensure that
your gestures are appropriate, and your
body posture upright.

•

When saying no use the formula:
Position - Reason - Understanding. This
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formula all ows you to state your
p osition clearly while still
expressing care for the other
person. For example, "No, I will
not be able to come over this
evening (P) because I promised my
children that I 'd take them out (R) .
I know you are feeling lonely; is
there someone else you can call (U) ?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

When asking favours or asserting
your rights, use the formula: Prob
lem - Request - Clarification. For
example, "I had understood that we
would hear the results of the inves
tigation within a week and it has
already been two weeks (P) . We
would like a response this week (R) .
Additionally, could you explain the
del ay (C) ?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Documentation

Good documentation is critical al
though it is sometimes difficult to
know what to record. Advocates
should keep notes on their interactions
with and on behalf of the survivor.
These notes should indicate dates and
times of meetings and phone calls as
well as a summary of what happened
or was said. Ensure that your notes are
kept in a safe p lace where others may
not have access to them and do not
advertise their existence. Additionally,
encourage survivors to keep their own
documentation.
There is much debate in the social
service community at this time as to
how much information should be
included in n otes. The primary pur
pose of notes is to enhance one's own
effectiveness ; they may also be needed
as background evidence of events and
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dates. Remember that if this situation
goes to court your notes could be
subpoenaed.
Self -Care

Walking with a survivor can be a very
difficult j ob. You may hear things that
are painful for you, the experi ence of
the survivor may bring up your own
issues, you may receive no outside
support for the work you are doing, or
you may b e scapegoated as the p erson
who is causing all the related p roblems.
You may find stress jeop ardizing your
ability to keep confidences .
It is critical to look after yourself
during this process. A good self-care
plan is essential . If you are not ac
tively renewing your own energy
sources, you will rapidly run out of
energy. You may exhibit signs of "sec
ondary victimization" or "vicarious
traumatization," sh owing symptoms
si'milar to those of the survivor.

How Can You Look A fter Yourself?
Be aware of and uphold your bounda
ries. Take time to assess them and to
determine what " belongs" to you and
what does not . Your b oundaries may
be tested along the pro cess ; for exam
ple, you may receive harassing phone
calls from the perpetrator. At those
times you may require external support
in upholding your boundaries.
Ensure that you have supports for
yourself, preferably someone in a
supervisory capacity. (See section on
" Supervision" on p. 3 8 .) It is impor
tant to have someone you can debrief

fIlA
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the situation with, someone who believes
in and supports what you are doing. It is
also helpful to have access to other advo
cates or persons who understand the role.
•

Obtain counselling or spiritual direc
tion for yourself.

•

Maintain personal relationships. Do
not let your whole life get caught up in
this situation to the end that friend
shi ps suffer.

•

Pay attention to and meet your physical
needs for rest, exercise and nutrition.

•

Pay attention to your spiritual needs,
taking time for prayer and nurturing
your soul.

•

Forgive yourself when you make mis
takes or do not respond in the way you
had hoped you would. There are no
perfect advocates.

•

Do things that are life-giving, fun,
and have nothing to do with abuse.
You need to find ways to remind
yourself that not all of life is as de
pressing as the situation you are
working with.

•

Sometimes reading may enable you to
escape the situation or remind you of
the existence of a wider community of
support and similar beliefs and experi
ences.

•

Remember the benefit of this action to
yourself.

•

Perhaps simplistic and yet helpful is the
suggestion to do one thing each day
which is life-giving and is entirely for
your benefit. This may be as simple as
watching the sun set, buying yourself
flowers, or treating yourself to a new
CD or cassette.
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S urvivors of sexual abuse by a church leader

provides a tool with which to compare the
sample procedure and the one you are work
ing with.

or caregiver have many response options
open to them, ranging from doing nothing to
pressing criminal charges. One of the op
tions open to a survivor is to lodge an official
complaint regarding the abuse and the perpe
trator. This is most likely the arena into
which you will be drawn. This section will
outline a generic investigatory procedure,
explore the advocate's role in the investiga
tion, and discuss potential hurdles.

1. Sexual abuse by a church leader or
caregiver occurs. The survivor decides to
confront either the perpetrator or the
employing institution.
2. The survivor contacts the body or indi
vidual designated by the policy to receive
complaints.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
I
•
•
•
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I
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Denominational and
Conference Procedures
When deciding to lodge a complaint, it is
important that survivors know the steps
involved in the process, what will be asked of
them and, as much as possible, a general idea
of the time-frame involved.
last number of years, many church
institutions have developed policies and
procedures regarding clergy or pastor sexual
abuse, pastoral misconduct in general, or
sexual abuse and harassment. H the survivor
does not already have a copy, one of your
first jobs as advocate will be to locate the
appropriate policy. The procedural outlines
are the structure within which you will have
to work. Appendix G lists a number of
conference and denomination head offices
which can be contacted for a copy of their
policy and procedures.

some policies, this body or individual
merely explains options to the survivor,
explaining what is involved in the process.
In other policies this body or individual
is responsible for initiating the investiga
tIon.
In

•

If the survivor does not have an advo
cate this body should recommend that
one be obtained, possibly making a
. referral to a trained advocate. Hope
fully each region will develop a team of
trained advocates.

•

Known time-lines should be outlined at
this point.

•

H the victim is a child, local child protec

In the

tion authorities should be contacted
immediately and allowed to conduct the
initial investigation.
3. Many policies give the option of either a
formal or an informal response. An
informal response may involve a member
of the abuse response team informing the
perpetrator that allegations have been
made and possibly exploring rehabilita
tive options. It may also involve an
individual's confronting the perpetrator
with the assistance of a facilitator.

A generic set of procedures is outlined be
low.1 Since it is not possible to outline each
conference or denomination's procedures this
prototype gives advocates a sample with
which to compare their policy. Appendix C
49
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Many survivors request an informal process
of confronting their perpetrator. They hope
that in so doing they can return responsibility
to the perpetrator. This experience, if
handled well, can be very empowering for a
survIvor.
However, the informal response
is often not recommended for a
number of reasons:
•

•

•

It generally does not allow
for a record of the perpetra
tors' actions or for perpe
trators to be held account
able for their actions and re
sponses.
It may give the perpetrator
an opportunity to destroy
any evidence in the event
that an official investigation
is launched.

of them. This usually happens shortly
after an intention to lodge a complaint
is voiced. A copy of the written com
plaint is often then forwarded to the
accused.

5. An initial interview is then held with
the accused, preferably requesting a written response to
"[Up on confrontation
the allegation. A copy of the
th e a c c u s e d1 v e h e 
written
response is then
m e n tly de n i e d th e
forwarded to the complainant.
c h a rg es
and
th ey
believed h im .

Before

th ey telep h o n e d t h e
victim, the perpetrator
h a d a lre a dy th reat
e n e d, h a rasse d a n d
m a n ip u lated h e r into
recanting . . . The per
petrator composed th e
leffers of recantation to
all those who had been
told and co erced h er
into signing them . "

It generally does not in
An Advocate
clude any mechanisms for
alerting other victims or for protecting
those who may be vulnerable.

•

It may place the survivor in greater
emotional or physical danger.

•

Most often the initial complaint does
not give the abuse response team an
indication of the extent of the perpetra
tor's abusive actions. If the institution
does not act to ensure the safety of
those who are vulnerable it may be held
liable when further complaints are
made.

•

The informal response is never an
option when the victim is a child.

4. If the survivor decides to file a formal
complaint, a written complaint and a
formal interview are generally requested

6. If it is determined that an
investigation is warranted,
based on the behaviours
considered unethical in the
policy and on the statements
given, an investigation team
should be appointed.
•

Many policies indicate a
time-line between the initial
complaint and the decision
whether to investigate.
•

The policy should have
a� appeal process for the decision on
whether or not to investigate.
•

Some policies are incomplete either in
their descriptions of unethical behav
iour or in the positions covered by the
policy (for example, not including
volunteer positions) . These policies do
not bear in mind the fiduciary duty of
anyone in a leadership or caregiving
role (see pp. 1 8-19) . If this is the case
the survivor may choose to appeal the
decision or work towards changing the
policy.

•

The investigative team should include
at least one person from another confer
ence or denomination and someone
trained in sexual abuse by church
leaders or caregivers.
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•

Most policies recommend that at this point
the accused party be suspended from duties
with pay (if employed) and without preju
dice during the investigation.

•

The survivor should know beforehand
what of their information will be
forwarded to the accused and what they
will receive from the accused.

•

Some policies recommend that the
congregation be informed of the allega
tions, process and time-line required to
carry out an investigation; others sug
gest that the congregation be informed
after a decision is reached.

•

It is recommended that there not be
meetings with both the complainant
and accused present unless it is re
quested by the survivor and a third
party IS present.

8.

The validity of the complaint is deter
mined and the result forwarded to the
complainant, accused and conference or
denomination. An appeal process
should then be outlined to both parties.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7. The investigation is generally a time of
gathering information. There will be
meetings with both the complainant
and the accused. The advocate should
be present at these meetings.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

It is important to learn beforehand if
the meetings will be taped and who
will have access to the notes or tran
scripts.

•

The investigative team will likely want
to meet with the survivor. If the inves
tigative team attempts to ask anything
"off-the-record," remember that these
questions do not have to be answered.
It is within the survivor's rights to
insist that all questions and answers be
on-the-record.

•
•
•
•
•
I
I

•
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
•

If the survivor has any evidence validat
ing the complaint they may want to
make the investigative team aware of it.
Sometimes it can be shared at this
point; at other times it is advisable to
wait. This includes both physical
evidence and corroborating testimony.

•

•

•
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9. If the complaint is not validated, most
policies include a means of exonerating
the accused.
10. If validated, the policy should outline a
means for disciplining the perpetrator.
Often this includes a probationary
period, withdrawal of the perpetrator's
credentials. It is important that no
"secret deals" be made in determining
cdnsequences and that the records not
be sealed.
1 1 . If the complaint is validated, restitution
should be provided to the survivor(s) as
requested by the survivor, if requested
at all.
12. Some investigating committees give the
survivor a "gag order," attempting to
hold them to indefinite confidentiality.
If at all possible this should be avoided.
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The Advocate's Role During
the Investigation

Determining Whether or Not to
Lodge a Complaint

When called in specifically to help a
survivor lodge a complaint, many advo
cates feel that this is the only avenue the
survivor wants. This is not a wise as
sumption. Often survivors feel that they
have only two options: lodge an official
complaint or do nothing.
Prior to lodging the complaint it is impor
tant to clarify the purpose of the com
plaint. Different survivors have different
purposes: to have their story heard by the
institution endorsing the perpetrator, to
protect those who are vulnerable, to re
ceive financial restitution for costs in
curred as a result (eg. counselling) , to see
the perpetrator punished for their actions,
to receive official recognition that they
were not at fault, to return responsibility
for the abuse to the perpetrator, or to
receive an apology from the perpetrator.
Some of these goals are more easily at
tained than others. For example, while
many survivors hope for an apology from
the perpetrator, it is seldom received. It is
helpful to examine the likelihood of the
goals being met. This will limit survivors
from setting unrealistic goals and the let
down at the end of the process.
Once the goal has been established,
explore together the best way of reaching
that goal. The Wheel of Options on p.
34 in the previous section will likely be
helpful. This process is not to dissuade
survivors from lodging an official com
plaint, but rather to clarify that this is
the option they would like to pursue.
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Together, examine the possible costs of
lodging a complaint; again, this is not to
dissuade survivors, but to ensure that
survivors can enter the process knowing
what to expect. Do they have supports
in place? Are the cards stacked against
them?
Lodging a Complaint

Prior to beginning the process of lodging
a complaint it is helpful for you and the
survivor to study the relevant procedures.
•

Are the policies clear as to what is
expected of the survivor? If there are
any areas which are unclear, the
advocate should contact the appropri
ate leadership personnel and request
clarification. If the answer received is
not in the policy, ask for the response
In wrItIng.
.

.

.

•

Does the policy appear "just," as
compared to the sample outlined
above? If there are aspects missing,
request clarification. For example, if
it is not clear who receives the initial
complaint and who sits on the com
mittee to hear the allegations, you can
insist that these matters be clarified
before the initial complaint is made.

•

How does the policy compare to the
sample outlined on pp. 49-5 1 ?

•

Is the role of the survivor's advocate
recognized?

•

Does the survivor have supports in place?

•

Does the survivor have a sense of
what they want to accomplish? To
help the survivor maintain a focus on
their own healing, it may be helpful to
put their goals or requests in writing.

•

Do you have supports in place?
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It is recommended that the advocate be
officiall y recognized at the beginning of
the process. Whether or not the policy
allows for an advocate, begin by outlining
your responsibilities as advocate to the
investigative team. Sometimes investiga
tive teams do not recognize the advocate;
remain strong in asserting the survivor's
right to have an advocate.
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may also want to let the survivor know
which details were helpful to them in lis
tening to the survivor. It is important to
also include their list of goals and requests.
Joyce Munro speaks of her experiences in
helping survivors write their stories:

Writing the experience down brings the
victim to several possible places in the
Unless the survivor requests otherwise, it
healing journey-a choice to believe her or
his experience at a deeper level, confusion
is advisable to attend all meetings with
them. This fills a couple of purposes: it
about her or his secret layalty to the perpe
increases accountability for those investi
trator, acute shame over the details that
perhaps were initially a source of comfort
gating and allows you to provide a "sec
and pleasure even as they were also deeply
ond ear" for the survivor. When indi
viduals are in stressful situations they
injurious, andfinally, a sense that she or he
has power in the very shaping of the experi
may "tune out" for a while, not hearing
ence into words. In situations where the
everything that is being said. The advo
cate can then fill them in after the meet
damage is the result of covert behaviour on
the part of the perpetrator, this combina
ing. It is also advisable to take notes
tion of responses may lead the victim to use
during the meeting in order to enhance
abstract words like
accountability.
"sexualized behaviour. " My
"[An advocate wo u ld
Often the complaint must be
work as an advocate has been
h a ve b e e n th e re1 to
to assist the victim to become
submitted in writing; the sur
guide me, support me,
vivor then presents it at the
more particular and, where
a n d d e a l with th e
possible, to use the perpetra
meeting to l odge the com
" b u s i n e ss "e n d
of
getting answers from
plaint . The advocate can be
tor's own actions and words
the conference. "
to be the convicting evidence,
helpful in the process of the
not the victim 's descriptors. 2
survivor's writing or telling
A Survivor
their story. They can help
Possible elements of the complaint in
ensure that the statement is strong and
clude:
clear. Sometimes in the setting down of
the experience a survivor will use general
relationship of the victim to the perpe
ized language and abstractions to avoid the
trator;
pain of telling their experience in this pub
whether there is any ongoing contact,
lic manner. The realization that their ex
and the nature of that contact;
perience, once told, will cause "harm" may
leave the survivor unwittingly fearful of
when the abuse began and the dura
telling on or "destroying" the perpetrator.
tion of the contact with the perpetra
However, the best evidence to provide is
tor;
how the perpetrator acted and what the
description of the victim's experience
perpetrator said to the victim at various
(specific actions, a description of a
points in their relationship. The advocate
•

•

•

•
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pattern of behaviour if one oc
curred, wo rds said by the perpetra
tor} ;
•

description of the victim's present
state of mind with regard to the
perpetrato r {ego "I am afraid of what
will happen to me when he or she
finds out that I am the one telling
my experience "} ;

•

what the victim is hoping to
achieve by this complaint {certain
conditions of confidentiality, perpe
trator's response, matters of restitu
tion, publicity of the outcome of
the investigation, etc.} . 3

The advocate can also serve as the first
fo rmal listener, giving the survivor an
opportunity to practice for the meeting
in which the complaint is lodged.
During t he Investigation

The investigation is the occasion when
the perpetrator's actions and behaviour
are examined formally. It is a time of
scrutiny and questions to determine
wrongdoing. Even though the behav
iour under examination belongs to the
perpetrator, a survivor may feel un
fairly questioned, disbelieved, and
shamed. This is especially the case if
the investigative team is a part of the
institution most connected to the
perpetrator.
Unfortunately, current investigative
bodies dealing with charges of sexual
abuse by a church leader or caregiver
are driven by several issues that are not
necessarily in the realm of pure and
simple justive for the oppressed. These
other issues include ecclesiastical mat
ters related to a code of ethics and

licensure, spiritual matters that relate
to the perpetrator's fitness to lead and
the perpetrator's spiritual wholeness,
liability and insurance issues, and the
consideration that litigation could
result . Because of its concern with not
being perceived as unfair to the perpe
trator, whom it has often licensed ,
supervised and nurtured, the institu
tion can be insensitive to its responsi
bility to the victim .
Consequently, the advocate's role is
most crucial during the investigation.
As many advocates fear that they are
not effective enough, the following list
gives some suggestions. Note, how
ever, that these actions all need to be
dependent on the survivor's requests
or permISSIon.
•

Continue to listen to and supp ort
the survivor.

•

Remember that the survivor may be
experiencing the investigati on as a
doubting of their experiences. The
advocate must be sensitive to this
understanding and acknowledge it .
The survivor may emotionally re
experience aspects of the original
abuse even while a corrective and
just procedure is occurring to
deterine the abuser's responsibility.

•

Attend meetings with the survivor.

•

Act as a liaison between survivor
and committee, clarifying steps,
asking questions, etc.

•

Ensure that the process is being
followed as mandated.

•

Follow up on decisions made at
meetings, if necessary, reminding
the involved parties to do what
they said they would.

•
•
•
•
•
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•

Advocate for changes in the process
if necessary. If there is no
consultant to the process, advocate
that such services be retained. All of
the advocates spoken to for this
survey indicated that a consultant is
al ways recommended. You may also
need to advocate that the church or
conference pay for these services.

•

Educate the conference or investiga
tive team regarding the dynamics
surrounding sexual abuse by a
church leader or caregiver.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
I
I
•

Maintain and protect the survivor's
confidentiality. You may need to
remind the investigative team of
this need, promoting their protec
tion of the survivor's identity.

•

Act as the survivor's spokesperson
only if requested and necessary.
Whenever possible, survivors
should be encouraged to speak on
their own behalf, using their own
VOIce.

•
•

•

C ontinue to explore options and to
problem-solve.

•

•

Ensure that both you and the survi
vor have supports. Refer the survi
vor to any additional supports
needed .

I
I
I

•
•
•
It
It
•

•

•
,
•

You may make yourself available to
other survivors who come forward
after the first allegations have been
made. You can provide them with
information and , should they request
an advocate, wo rk with them as well or
refer them to another advocate. Some
times at this point the initiating survi
vor 's goals may shift if the survivors
get together and form a composite
complaint and list of goals .
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Some advocates and survivors have
established strengthening rituals that
they do together before going into a
meeting. For example, an advocate
says , "Not by might, not by power but
by my spirit" (Zech . 4 : 6) , to which the
survivor responds, " and the truth shall
set you free" Qohn 8 : 3 2) .
Restit ution

One of the conditions of j ustice-mak
ing and a way of assisting healing is
seeing that restitution is made to the
person victimized. This means that
survivors should receive some compen
sation for what has happened to them.
They may have medical , legal , counsel
ling, childcare and advocacy bills to
cover. At some point it may be useful
to have the survivor make an estimate
of the costs incurred (with the appro
priate explanations) so th at it is avail
able if requested. As an advocate,
ensure that the investigative team does
not l ose sight of this need .
A survivor may prefer not to receive
financial restitution from the perpetra
tor. They may suggest other restitu
tion or j ustice-promoting acts. There
are a number of creative options in
cluding a donation to an agency work
ing with abuse issues or removing the
perpetrator's photo from the church .
Ideally, the restitution should come
from the person who has caused the
hurt , namely the perpetrator. How
ever, this does not always happen. In
these cases, the expenses incurred
should be covered by the employing
institution.
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Af ter the I nvestigation

Often survivo rs feel that their con
cerns are ignored once an investigation
has been completed. The investigative
team is usually disbanded and so does
not have an on-going role with survi
vors. Conference and denominational
leadership often feel that their duties
have been completed once a determina
tion of guilt or innocence has been
reached and the information has been
-disseminated. Even if the validity ofthe
c omplaint is d etermined, the language of
acknowledgement is often in terms differ
ent from those the survivor may have
worked for. The acknowledgement may
trigger an ambivalent response of anger, grief
or disappointment because the language is
not therapeutic or spiritual but rather legal
and institutional. Survivors may feel they
have been abandoned.
Despite the system's withdrawal, survi
vo rs ' needs continue after the investi
gation . Advocates have an important
role to play in ensuring that survivors '
needs are not ignored. The findings of
the investigative team may include
recommendations for supp ort or resti
tution. If these recommendations are
not being met, the advocate can en
courage these parties to fulfil their
obligations . Survivors may wish to tell
their stories in more public arenas
requesting the advocate's presence.
There will likely be damaged relation
ships with members of their congrega
tion and the conference. The advocate
may help arrange for I!l �dia�n with
these third parties. Survivors may
wish to meet with other survivors, and
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the advocate can help set up these
meetIngs.
Some perpetrators are told that they
have to cooperate with an accountabil
ity group as a part of the discipline
process. Investigative bodies do not
always account for the survivor's inter
est in the perpetrator's change of be
haviour. However, it is often thought
beneficial to have someo n e rep resent
ing the survivors sitting ()n�_ t4��_.gIQ_1.lP '
'
�:t:J:riJ}g that the suryivors ' needs are
remembered and their �oIces heard. If
t h e survivors are comfo rtable with you
filling this role, it would be an appro
priate role for an advocate to fill . If
they have this wish at the beginning of
the process, it should be included in
the written list of requests. If you do
participate in this action, it will be
important to maintain open communi
cation with survivors, finding out
what they are comfortable with you
sharing, and letting them know how
you are particip ating. Without clear
communication it may feel to survivors
that you have switched sides and are
now supp orting the perpetrator.
It is helpful to remember that healing often
takes a long time. One advocate suggests
thinking in terms of up to a five-year
period before positive changes may be seen.
Sometimes a survivor never sees the closure
that they were looking for. To ensure that
the role retains some clarity and does not
extend indefinitely, many advocates choose
to set time parameters. You may, for exam
ple, agree to work together for the next six
months, with an agreement to renegotiate
at that time.

•

•
•
•
•
•
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Potential H urdl es

•
•

Anger Directed Towards the

•

Advocate

•
•
•
•
•

•
I
•
•
•
•
•
•
I
I
•
•
•
•
t
t
t
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When a situation of sexual abuse by a church
leader or caregiver becomes public it arouses
a great deal of anger. This anger may come
from the perpetrator, the perpetrator's fam
ily, the congregation, the conference or the
general public. It is very common for this an
ger to then be directed towards the survivor and
towards the survivor's advocate. Advocates may
also experience anger from their own family.
Family members may be angry about the time
this work takes, about having to experience
other people's anger, or may not agree with
the stance the advocate has taken.
"The victim

Those serving as advocates may
have to endure much anger and
possibly even behaviour they had
not expected to see within a
church setting. One advocate
noted that her role was often dis
regarded, her presence not ac
knowledged, and was told that
she was peripheral. Advocates
have been told that they are
flakes, harassers, liars, and worse.
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It is very difficult when you are doing what
you believe to be right and are made to feel
that you are evil for what you do. It is
critical to look after yourself during these
times. Spend time with people and in
activities which are life-giving and nurtur
ing. Process your feelings with your super
visor. For the survivor's sake, it is impor
tant to process your feelings (hurt, anger,
outrage) with someone other than them.

Relating to the Perpetrator 's
Support Person

One of the most difficult areas for an
advocate and other supporters of the survi
vor is knowing how to relate to the perpe
trator's support person or
was called
advocate.

a 'wh ore ' right to her
face and I was accused

Most policies and due process
indicate that the perpetrator
fem inist ' and a 'man
may have an support person
h a te r ' by m e n in
or advocate. Different terms
positions at the ch urch
have
been used for that role:
. . . I received insulting
advocate, support person or
a n d a cc u sing p h o n e
consultant. Even though the
ca lls a n d c o p i e s o f
terminology is out of our
letters were sent to the
Team discrediting my
control, we may have con
character . . . On one
cerns about the term chosen
occasion I was taunted
by the policy, ie: using the
with
'How m uch is the
Advocates have also received har
same term "advocate" for
sick woman paying you
assing, often silent, phone calls
both the survivor's and
to stand with her? ' We
during the time of investigation,
perpetrator's support person
are still being referred
and when they have communi
conveys the message that the
to as 'the two women.
cated this to church officials there
roles are similar despite the
An Advocate
has been no response. This type
difference. The questions
of harassment is illegal and the
we must ask ourselves re
proper authorities can be notified to investigate
volve around the role and identity of that
this invasion of privacy. The telephone book
person. What is the goal of that role?
usually outlines the procedures to follow.
Do survivors and advocates have any say
of being an 'outspoken

II'
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over who is chosen as the perpetrator's
support person? How will you as the
survivor's advocate respond to the person
filling this role?
Currently, most policies do not give the
survivor the right to approve of the perpe
trator's advocate, just as they do not have
the right to approve of the survivor's
advocate. However, if there is a conflict of
interest on the part of the perpetrator's
advocate, the survivor or advocate can
certainly make that clear to the investigat
ing team. This type of communication
should be done in writing so that the
arguments against the perpetrator's choice
of support person can be clearly delineated.
Be aware, however, that your caution of a
conflict of interest may not be officially
recognized.
Ways in which a conflict of interest may
arise include:
•

If the perpetrator's support person is a
person with power within the confer
ence or denomination (particularly
when the survivor's advocate is not) .
This power may be positional (ego
pastor, conference employee), legal (ego
lawyer or judge) , financial (ego a gener
ous donor) or relational (ego a close
friend of those involved in responding
to the allegations) . Since perpetrators
usually already have more power than
survivors, having a more powerful
advocate stacks the deck in the perpe
trator's favour.

•

There are additional problems with
having a pastor serve as the perpetra
tor's support person. The pastor who
is advocate to a perpetrator is caught in
the same conflict of interest as the
pastor who is advocate to a survivor.

The pastor's role as pastor will likely be
weakened as a result. This situation
will take a great deal of time, lessening
time and energy available to the congre
gation. This again could lead to resent
ment from the congregation. Addition
ally, by being closely aligned to the
perpetrator, the pastor will no longer be
perceived as accessible for a number of
people in the congregation.
Additionally, if the pastor acts in
this role it may be an added hurt to
the survivor and the survivor's
support persons , who will likely see
these actions as an endorsement of
the abuse that the perpetrator com
mitted.
•

If the perpetrator's support person
previously was in a caregiving role to
the survivor. In this situation they then
have knowledge that could be used
against the survivor.

It is common for anger against perpetrators
to be extended to their support persons,
just as you will likely bear the brunt of
anger towards the victim. Additionally,
you may be angry because you think that
the support person could be a part of the
healing rather than protecting the abusive
behaviour. We hope that perpetrators'
advocates are people who will work
towards truth rather than covering it up.
We hope that perpetrators' advocates will
not buy into the denial system but will
challenge them to take responsibility for
their actions. However, we cannot de
mand this while the situation is still
being investigated. The investigative
team cannot demand this either, as the
complaint has not yet been validated.
Once there is a finding of guilt this
element will be necessary in the perpetra
tor's healing.
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Responding to the Media
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The survivor may choose to initiate the
contact with the media. There are a number
Sometimes the media (either church or
of pros �d cons to this decision. Contacting
public) become aware of the allegations.
the media may be one means of holding the
They may have heard about them from the
conference accountable for its actions. The
institution, from individuals who "leaked"
initiating party often has more (not total)
the news, or from the survivor and you.
control over what is shared with the media
and the angle they pursue. The
How the advocate relates to the
"On e a rea I h a d n ot
initiating party can then
media will depend on the sur
d iscussed [with my
choose whether to start with
vivor's wishes. You may sim
advocate1 as much as I
the church or public media.
ply serve as a supportive pres
would have liked was
Church media consultants
the media. I am not sure
ence if the survivor is comfort
often recommend starting with
that I wanted to make
able speaking to the media. You
the church media as they may
public statements that
may serve as the media spokes
give you more input into the
would be altered before
person if the survivor wants to
direction of the story and may
being printed. At times I
keep their identity anonymous
allow you to ensure that they
felt put on the spot to
but still have the story told. If
make statements to the
have heard you correctly.
you are not comfortable with
press. "
this public role examine the
On the other hand, going to
A Survivor
reasons for your discomfort and
the
media means that survi
discuss the situation (rather
vor's anonymity and privacy
than your feelings) with the survivor. It may
will likely be curtailed. The media are often
be possible or preferable to ask someone else
hesitant
to print an accusatory story without
to serve as spokesperson.
naming the accuser. A story with an anony
mous
victim lacks the power of one in which
To protect confidentiality, do not speak
the victim is named. Even if the survivor's
with the media on behalf of the survivor
name is not mentioned, someone could
without the survivor's permission. When
figure the survivor's identity out and reveal
you do speak, remember to maintain
it. Parts of the survivor's past may be
confidentiality. Spend a lot of time before
dredged
up to minimize their story, and the
hand determining what the survivor does
perpetrator may disclose private aspects of
and does not want you to say. You will
the survivor's past. Contacting the media
likely find it helpful to write down what is
often
means that the investigation is taken
agreed upon. This fills a couple of pur
into the public arena with little or no control
poses. It ensures that you remember what
over the process or the information shared.
was agreed on. Sometimes in the middle of
a media interview a person may feel pres
Remember, you are never obligated to speak
sured into saying more than originally
with the media. People who have not had
planned and so this will assist you in
contact with the media sometimes feel that
staying within the pre-arranged bounda
they have to respond when contacted by the
ries. Additionally, the survivor may forget
media. You do not have to respond and you
what was agreed upon and be surprised when
have the right to choose which questions to
seeing the write-up. A written record of the
respond to. You may choose to simply say,
boundaries assures them that you stayed
"No comment."
within the pre-arranged boundaries.
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Mediation

Many policies suggest that mediation
play a role in the process. While this is a
favoured route on the part of church
leadership, there is much debate as to
how helpful it really is.
Mediation is defined as a collaborative,
problem-solving method in which third
parties assist participants in clearly defin
ing the issues in a dispute and help them
reach a settlement that is acceptable to all
parties.3 The most familiar form of
mediation occurs when two parties
attempt to resolve their differences with
the hope of reconciliation. In these
typical mediations it is not unusual that
both parties need to take some responsi
bility to address the past. This form of
mediation is not appropriate in situations
of abuse.
Mediation is now being used in an in
creasing number of situations where
there is clearly a victim and a perpetra
tor. This facilitated conversation has
some similarities to other forms of me
diation as well as some clear differences.
Mediation has the potential to help or
harm. When the criteria listed below are
in place, it can be beneficial for all par
ties. The appropriateness of mediation
should be determined in consultation
with experienced mediators and counsel
lors with training regarding abuse. Me
diation has also been known to
revictimize survivors. It should be noted
that in cases like this, mediation is most
often inappropriate given the multiple
factors required for it to be effective,
specificall y the issues around power
imbalances and perpetrators ' difficulty in
taking complete responsibility.
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When Mediation IS NOT Appropriate
A mediation should never be used as a
means of determining whether or not
the alleged actions took place or if they
were abusive rather than mutual.
Rather, the mediation would look at
determining the consequences of the
abuse for the perpetrator and at rules
for future behaviour.

•

•

When perpetrators have not acknowl
edged their actions, a mediation often
sets survivors up to be re-victimized.
Survivors may then leave mediation
feeling that once again their experiences
have been minimized or denied, that
the responsibility has again been placed
upon them, or that "the-powers-that
be" continue to protect the perpetrator.

•

If survivors fear for their physical safety
with respect to retaliation from their
perpetrator. If afraid they will not be
able to fully participate in the media
tion session, thus making it ineffective.

•

If survivors do not want to participate
in mediation the pressure to do so may
feel like one more attempt to control
their life. This again can add to the
experience of victimization. Mediation
is a voluntary process, and as such its
effectiveness is greatly lessened if one
participant feels that they have been
sent or coerced into participating. If
mediation is explored it should always
be checked out with the survivor. If
they say yes, then the possibility can be
explored with the perpetrator.

•

Healing from abuse is a long and pain
ful process. During that process survi
vors will experience several "stages"
such as denial, bargaining, anger or
rage, sorrow or grief, and shame. If
survivors are still in the very active or
early stages of healing, then how they
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•

respond to a mediation will vary de
pending on the stage they are in. A
mediation done too early runs the risk
of an outcome which is unhealthy or
which will not remain satisfactory. For
example, survivors who feel a lot of
shame at the time of the mediation will
accept a great deal of responsibility for
what happened and will not ask for
much on the part of the perpetrator. If
they feel a great deal of anger or rage
they may not be able to communicate
all they want to say or will not hear any
acknowledgement of responsibility
from the perpetrator. When they are in
the bargaining stage, survivors often
believe that an agreement will end their
pain and so are anxious to reach an
agreement whether or not it meets
their needs. A mediation occurring
during any of these stages would be
.
Inappropnate.

•
•
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•
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Some survivors have been angry about
the responsibility that mediation places
on them. They feel that by sending
them to a mediation session, the confer
ence is saying "You decide how to deal
with this situation." While some
welcome the opportunity, others feel
that this is adding another responsibil
ity to an already full plate. They do not
want to be responsible for the perpetra
tor's healing.
If the perpetrator is merely feeling
remorse and has not truly repented (see
Appendix D) , participating in media
tion may allow them to believe that
closure has been reached. They may
then be spared from the full conse
quences of their actions.
Mediation often addresses the "micro"
situation rather than the "macro." The
mediation session will look at the
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situation between the perpetrator and a
particular victim. Used alone, media
tion does not provide for the needs of
other victims, protection of others who
are vulnerable, accountability of the
institution, or broader changes needed
in the church community.
•

Mediation may be a conference's at
tempt to sweep the issue under the rug,
finding an easy way to resolve the
situation without having to adjudicate
the complaint as a conference.

When Mediation IS Helpful
Because mediation in situations of sexual
abuse or harrassment involves significant
power differences and an acknowledged
wrongdoing to one party, mediation can
only be helpful if it is focused on serving
justice to the injured party. The following
conditions outline what is needed for such
justice to be served. Also, because these
conditions are all interrelated, it is critical
that they all be present in order for media
tion to be helpful:
•

When the survivor voluntarily requests
the mediation and sees it as helpful for
their healing. There may be times
when the survivor is approached about
mediation. At these times it is critical
that the survivor understands that
mediation is a voluntary process and
has input into how it unfolds.

•

When the purpose of the mediation is
clear and attainable. If the survivor
wants to tell the perpetrator about what
they did and its impact, thus returning
responsibility to the perpetrator, a
mediated process may be helpful. If the
survivor wants to hear a complete
apology, receive full financial restitu
tion, and a voluntary withdrawing of
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credentials for example, they are
likely to be disappointed.
•

When the survivor is fully aware of
and participates in determining how
the p rocess will unfold . The survi
vor should be involved in decision
making and know that they have
choices all along the process (eg.
seating arrangements during the
mediation) .

•

When the perpetrator has acknowl
edged that the abuse occurred. As
mentioned ab ove, mediation does
not address whether the abuse
occurred, but rather sets guidelines
for future interaction (or lack
thereof) between the two parties.
Mediators trained in dealing with
abuse will not mediate situations
w here the perpetrator still denies
the abuse. The investigatory body
is resp onsible fo r determining
whether the abuse occurred.

•

When the mediators are trained in
dealing with situations of abuse.
The mediators need to have an
understanding of abuse and of the
power dynamics accompanying it .
They should have a sense of the
defense and manipulation mecha
nisms employed by perpetrators .
They should employ a lengthy
period of assessment , preferably
using other p rofessional assess
ments.

•

When the conference or investiga
tory body does not see the media
tion as the end of their intervention
in the situation. The conference is
still responsible for the protection
of other potential victims. There
will still be a need for their inter
vention with the congregation.

•

Sometimes the mediation will not
be between the survivor and the
perpetrator, but rather will involve
other individuals or bodies .
Survivors may request a mediation
(or facilitated process) with their
home congregation, with people
they disclosed to who did not
listen, or with conference
leadership.

•

When the perpetrator has under
gone rehabilitative counselling and
· is prepared to make restitution to
the survivor, and if the survivor is
willing to hear him or her. Situa
tions where perpetrato rs acknowl
edge responsibility for their actions
and offer some form of restitution
can have a profound healing impact
on survivors. Unfortunately these
sItuatIons are rare .

It is the opinion of this writer that if
mediation is considered it not be cho
sen as a process until the complaint is
adjudicated, that is, unt il a decision has
been made as to the validity of the
complaint . This delay ensures that the
perpetrator is not using mediation as a
way to avoid full consequences and
gives both parties an opportunity to do
some inner healing work. Thus, me
diation which is begun when b oth
parties are ready, when survivors want
an opportunity to tell their story and
return responsibility to the perpetra
tor, when perpetrato rs are willing to
hear the survivors ' experiences and
accept full responsibility, and when the
mediators are trained (in b oth abuse
issues and mediation skills) can have a
powerful healing effect on both p arties.
If even one of these ingredients is
missing, the result is usually additional
pain for the survivor.

•
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If Everything Seems to Be Going
Wrong

In speaking with advocates and survivors, it ap
pears that most processes "go wrong" at some
point. It may be that the process was inadequate,
that the investigative team was afraid to take the
risks necessary to bring about justice, that the per
petrator was too powertul to confront, or that the
victim's needs were lost in a conference's zeal to
respond differently than they had in the past.

advocate, your job is to keep an eye on the
process and how it is affecting the survivor. Prob
lems may arise in several areas:
There is no policy or procedure
for investigations, and one is
then invented as the investiga
tion unfolds.

•

The policy and procedures are
so vague that they are open to
broad interpretation along the
way.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An Advocate
The process is altered at the
recommendation of the
perpetrator while the survivor's requests are
disregarded.

•

The investigative team is uninformed regard
ing professional sexual abuse or has close
connections with the accused.

•

The advocate is not allowed to speak.

•

Confidentiality is not respected by the
perpetrator and his or her supporters.

•
•
•
I
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•

•

•
I
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Speak up more assertively and more often.
Several advocates interviewed for this man
ual wished they had been more assertive.

•

whose help we need in

•

•

•

ch a l l e n g e th e o n es

The process is not followed.

I

Brainstorm new options or responses with
the survivor. There may be some ideas you
have not thought of. (Believe it or not, this
manual is not exhaustive!)

th r o u g h a n d fa i l to

•

I

•

Suggest to the investigative team or confer
ence leadership persons resources
"1 fe lt th at at a fe w
which will educate the investiga
po ints I sh o u ld h ave
tive body regarding sexual abuse
followed my h un ch es
by church leaders or caregivers.
a n d re sisted ce rt a i n
These resources may be in the
aspects more b ut a t the
form
of a trained professional or
time I did what we all
written material. (See Annotated
do in a crisis - look to
Bibliography in Appendix A.)
the experts to get us

•

I

Any of these situations will cause difficulty for
both the advocate and the survivor. How
should you respond? Below are a number of
options that can be explored.

As

•
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order to survive. "

The investigative team is so concerned with
ensuring that the accused does not sue them
that they lose sight of the needs of the
survIvor.

•

The accused files a suit against the survivor.

•

The media gets involved without the per
mission of the survivor.

•

Provide some educational
background.
•

Suggest to the investigative
team or conference leadership
that a consultant be brought in
to assist with the process. You
may make suggestions of persons quali
fied to fill this role. As mentioned above,
the services of a consultant are always
recommended. This person can look to
the needs of the larger system and assist
the larger system to respond compassion
ately and redemptively.

•

Bring in professional consultants, rather
than wait for the investigative team to do so.

•

Consult with a lawyer regarding the
proceedings. Bring a copy of the lawyer's
findings to the investigative team. You
may need to remind the investigative
team that they have a legal obligation to
respond to the situation and to protect
potential victims.

.,.
...
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Find constituency groups who will lobby for
a just and fair process. Encourage these
groups to write or phone conference officials,
holding them accountable for their actions.

•

Contact your provincial Human Rights
Commission. They may feel that what
occurred is within their investigatory man
date.

•

Bring the survivor's support persons (such as
their partner) to a meeting so that the investi
gative team can hear the extent of the hurt
from another party.

•

Find ways to hold the investigative team
accountable. This may be through speaking
with other conference leadership, contacting
the media, mediation, or pursuing legal
channels.

•

Do not trust that spoken promises will
always be fulfilled. Request a written copy
(on conference letterhead) of any commit
ments.

•

If the accused fues a suit against the survivor,

urge the survivor to seek out legal representa
tion immediately. Help the survivor choose
a suitable lawyer with some knowledge and
experience in dealing with professional sexual
abuse. Remember, in order for perpetrators
to win a libel suit under Canadian civil law
they need to prove that the survivor had
malicious intent in raising the allegations and
that the allegations are untrue. The onus of
proof will lie on the perpetrator rather than
on the survivor. However, it is always
advisable to confer with a lawyer before
responding to legal action.
•

Consider legal proceedings (either criminal
or civil) if you are comfortable with this
route.

•

Go through the problem-solving steps again,

determining which battles are worth fighting,
for which ends and at what cost.

Different Settings
Sexual abuse by a church leader or caregiver
does not always occur in a congregational
setting. It may occur in other church-related
institutions such as summer camps, academic
institutions, counselling agencies or mental
health facilities. The dynamics and needs are
similar in these settings; however, in these
contexts an additional reporting option may
be available to the survivor. The perpetrator
may belong to a licensing or regulatory body.
The perpetrator's actions may then be ad
dressed via that body rather than or in
addition to the church context.4 Once
again, if the victim is a child the situation
should be reported to the appropriate legal
authorities.
If the perpetrator works as a mental health
professional or pastoral counsellor then there
are a number of options open to survivors.
They may choose to approach the employing
agency, clinical supervisor, or other partners
within a private practice group. They may
lodge a complaint with the provincial or state
licensing board (ego Canadian or American
Association of Social Workers, Psychologists,
Marriage & Family Therapists) or church
related licensing body. They may choose to
pursue criminal or civil liability.
If the perpetrator is on faculty in an academic
institution, the route followed would be
similar. Survivors may contact the profes
sor's or teacher's supervisor, department
head or dean, campus-based ombudsman or
mediation program. They would then follow
the institutional grievance or disciplinary
mechanisms for student or faculty concerns.
Most institutions now have sexual harass
ment policies which would be used at this
point. Again, they may pursue criminal or
civil liability.
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Often a perpetrator of sexual abuse within
the church has violated several people.
Consequently, there may be several survi
vors who attempt to confront the system.
Often when one survivor speaks of their
experiences others then come forward,
either to substantiate the story or to add
their complaint. These survivors may
choose to have their own advocate or to use
the same person.
When there is more than one survivor it is
very important that there be open commu
nication amongst all parties involved
regarding the process and each person's
wishes. It may be useful to have a meeting
early on with all the survivors and advo
cates involved. At this meeting, open
communication can be established regard
ing the role(s) of the advocate(s) , confiden
tiality, and the varying needs and goals of
survivors. If there is more than one advo
cate, survivors can then see them working
as a team and can discuss the division of
the workload. The advocates should also
receive the group's permission to commu
nicate with each other so that one advocate
does not inadvertently do something
which implicates or involves another
complainant unknowingly. At this initial
meeting group confidentiality needs to also
be discussed. Each survivor should have an
opportunity to say how private or public
they want their story and identity to be.
Sometimes when feeling alone or not
believed a survivor may wish to "use"
another survivor's story in conversation to
validate their own experience. The group
should discuss if there are any ways in
which this may be appropriately done.
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You will likely find that each survivor has
individual goals and wishes. This diversity
makes it even more important to be clear
in one's goal setting and planning. You
will want to know what goals the survivors
have in common and where they diverge.
Discuss the differences with the survivors,
ensuring that there is clear communica
tion. Some survivors may have difficulty
keeping their own agenda separate from
that of others. As an advocate, you will
want to also meet with the survivors sepa
rately to ensure that their needs are not
getting lost in the climate of ther larger
group. If the goals are vastly different it
may be important to suggest having an
other advocate.
There are a few advantages to working with
two or more advocates. The situation may
involve a great deal of time and energy.
Having more than one advocate increases
the likelihood that there will be enough
energy to do what needs doing. If survi
vors have diverse goals, then different
survivors can work with different advo
cates. This would lessen the likelihood of
survivors feeling that someone else's needs
are more important to the advocate.
Another way to divide the work load is
according to task. If there are a number of
tasks that an advocate needs to fill (eg.
facilitate meetings of the survivors, accom
pany survivors to meetings, represent
survivors on an accountability group for
the perpetrator) , the tasks can then be
divided.
While working with several survivors is
more complicated, the principles discussed
earlier still apply. The increased complex
ity simply reinforces the need for clear
boundaries and open communication.
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Notes
lMarie M. Fortune has developed a list indicating the basic components of effective policies
and procedures in Clergy Misconduct. It is often useful to compare the policy you are
working with to this criteria. Seeing the discrepancies is helpful in knowing which
changes to advocate for in order to ensure a fair and just policy.
2Private correspondence from Joyce Munro, February 3 ,
3Mediation Services, Winnipeg,

1996.

1996.

4This section draws heavily on "Reponing Professional Sexual Abuse" by Alice M. Price in
Crossing the Boundary.
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My journey began almost 1 7 years ago when a new minister came to our city.

He was lonely and so
occasionally we went out and talked. Then, one night he sexually assaulted me. Who could I tell? I could
not tell anyone because, after all, it was myfault. I had gone to a single, older man 's apartment alone.
When "our relationship" did not continue, I began to feel that I had been used. I watched and listened,
wondering why church leadership was not seeing and hearing the same things I was hearing about him.
How could they even consider ordaining a man who used and abused women and girls. Still, I did not
feel safe enough to speak out because, after all, he was well liked, charismatic, a "wonderful" minister, and
it was myfault. So I moved on with my life, left my church and, after a time, he moved to another
country.
Years later, I began to feel the need to face my experience. I began to examine that part ofmy life. It
finally erupted in one eventful car ride as I shared briefly what had happened. A voice from the rear seat
gasped and said, "Not you too. " The voice belonged to a pastor who had been hearing rumours ofabuse by
this man. She asked ifI knew ofothers, could I contact them, and would I be willing to write the
conference leadership and demandfor them to hear my story. Three other women and myself began to
meet to support each other and to name what had happened to us. With the support of this pastor, we met
with the church conference. we told them not only our stories, but what they should do, where they should
go for information on pastoral sexual abuse, and how they should begin to deal with us. It was
emotionally and physically draining. we knew we could not continue to do this for ourselves. What we
needed was someone outside the conference who could speak for us and who knew about pastoral sexual
abuse.
And so, we found an advocate. Now I would no longer need to explain myself, to tell people how to treat
me, or to explain myfeelings! Now I could begin to work on my issues and I could be myself-a survivor
ofpastoral sexual abuse. Our advocate would now be the one who would educate people, who could
answer the questions of our families, and who could be there for us victims in our own journey.
Having an advocate did come with somefrustrations. At times it was hard to decipher what it was that I
really needed. I had read the books, knew the information, but was unable to figure out what it was that I
would needfor healing. we knew when we found our advocate that distance and time constraints would
be a problem. The reality of that impacted more than I thought, as it translated into less time to work out
our own issues, fewer meetings together, and expensive phone bills. As the victim, there were times when I
still took too much responsibility. I was very conscious of not wanting to blame the conference for what
had happened, because after all they were trying to hear us and they were payingfor our advocate.
Unfortunately, the conference failed in some areas and I again felt angry, a little responsible, and now was
without an advocate.
So my journey is farfrom over. It has been comforting to have people walking with me, beside me,
offering insight, and ready to help me ifI need it. It has also been comforting to have a person go in front
of me, making the path a little easierfor me in those times when I did notfeel strong. I may once again
feel the needfor an advocate and would not hesitate to ask one to join me on my journey.
Kathryn Mitchell Loewen
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S erving

an advocate is an honour. When we advocate we are given the opportunity to
walk with a person of great courage and strength as they take steps towards justice. Survivors
are doing an enormous service for the church by their brave confrontation of the abuse and
by holding abusers and churches accountable, and they do so at great personal cost. In many
ways they are pioneering a new era for the church. As we advocate, they also deserve our
celebration of their courage and achievements.
as

When advocating, there will be times when you forget or cannot see the value of this work. It is
my hope that this manual will encourage you and help you focus on the work you need to do.
Unfortunately, this manual will not have answered all your questions or addressed all your
concerns. We are still learning and growing in this field. I invite you let me know your
learnings as you serve as advocate. They can be sent to the Mennonite Central Committee
Women's Concerns, 134 Plaza Drive, Winnipeg, MB R3T SK9 .
May you receive hope from the words of Isaiah:
The people who walked in darkness have seen a great light;
those who lived in a land ofdeep darkness-on them light has shined.
You have multiplied the nation, you have increased its jay;
they rejoice before you as with jay at the harvest.
Isaiah 9:2-3
Blessings on you!
Heather Block
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Books
Baker, Don. Beyond Forgiveness: The Healing Touch o/Church Discipline. Portland,
OR: Multnomah Press, 1 9 84 .
An account of how a church body, guided by a strong theology of discipline and
biblical authority, responded to charges of sexual exploitation by their pastor,
resulting in eventual restoration.
Carlson, Robert J. "Battling Sexual Indiscretion." Ministry, January

1987, 4-6 .

Carlson, an ordained Mennonite minister, discusses why pastors may be drawn
to forbidden zone relationships and gives suggestions for preserving appropriate
boundaries.
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Center for the Prevention of Sexual and Domestic Violence. Clergy Misconduct:
Sexual A buse in the Ministerial Relationship - Trainer's Manual. Seattle: Author,
1 992.

This trainer's manual is a binder containing all the print materials necessary for
a two-day workshop on clergy sexual misconduct designed primarily for minis
ters. It is very complete and specific, providing practical advice based on experi
ence and a wealth of understanding of the issues involved. The two videos "Not
in My Church" and "Once You Cross the Line" Qisted below) are intended as
part of the workshop.
Center for the Prevention of Sexual and Domestic Violence. Clergy Misconduct:
Sexual A buse in the Ministerial Relationship - Workshop Manual. Seattle: Author,
1 992. 1 20 pp., appens.
This workshop manual for participants accompanies the workshop trainer's
manual from the same source. It contains the same material (with the exception
of the trainer's manual's extensive notes to the trainer), presented in the same
superbly organized and thoughtfully designed format, with the addition of
spaces for notes and responses.
Enroth, Ronald M. Churches That A buse. Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan
Publishing House, 1992. 8 0 pp. appens.
The focus of Churches That A buse is the subculture of authoritarian, manipula
tive, leader-centered churches and religious organizations that exists on the
fringes of evangelicalism. Each chapter explores a significant aspect of abuse,
such as misuse of spiritual authority, manipulation through fear, rigid legalism
and control or excessive discipline.
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Fortune, Marie M. Is Nothing Sacred? New York: Harper Collins,
appen., index.

1 9 8 9 . 1 67

pp. ,

This book is Marie Fortune's personal experience with a church where several
women disclosed sexual abuse by the pastor. Fortune was called to serve as an
advocate, assisting the women in their case against the pastor. The story centers
not only on the women and their search for justice, but also on the church's
initial tendency to serve its own interests as an institution rather than the inter
ests of those to whom it was supposed to minister. The appendix provides
guidelines for other churches' responses.
Fortune, Marie M. & James N. Poling. Sexual A buse by Clergy: A Crisis for the
Church. Decatur, GA: Journal for Pastoral Care Publications, 1 994. 60 pp.
The four essays in this book are based upon oral presentations given at a conven
tion of the American Association of Pastoral Counsellors. The topics covered
include: when sex invades the ministerial relationship, doing something about
sexual abuse in the church, sexual abuse as a theological problem, and the socio
political context. The theme of the book is the need to reexamine our under
standing of power, moving towards genuinely mutual and accountable relation
ships. The book calls for both individual and societal healing.
Grenz, Stanley J. and Roy D. Bell: Betrayal of Trust: Sexual Misconduct in the
Pastorate. Downers Grove, Ill: Intervarsity Press, 1995.
Acclaimed as one of the first comprehensive evangelical treatments of sexual abuse
by a pastoral person, this book presents a helpful analysis of the rising incidence of
pastoral sexual abuse. The authors link an understanding of sexual abuse as a breach
of professional ethics and as a transgression of a sexual trust. The book also discusses
factors placing a pastor at risk, and outlines a response which ensures justice.
Heggen, Carolyn Holderread. Sexual A buse in Christian Homes & Churches.
Waterloo, ON: Herald Press, 1993. 206 pp. , bibliog.
This book grew out of the author's awareness that the church was guilty not
only of ignoring and misunderstanding sexual abuse, but also of contributing to
it in various ways. Her purpose in writing is to raise Christians' understanding
of sexual abuse, so that they are prepared to act effectively in healing and preven
tion. With directness and clarity, she addresses the sociological, psychological
and theological aspects of abuse. Chapters such as the ones on pastoral sexual
abuse, forgiveness, congregational responses to abuse, healthy sexuality and
prevention give thoughtful, practical advice.
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Hopkins, Nancy Myer, M.S. The Congregation Is Also a Victim: Sexual A buse and
the Violation ofPastoral Trust. Washington, DC: The Alban Institute, 1 992. 3 0
pp. , appens.
This paper explores the "after-effects" on a congregation of sexual abuse by a
church leader/caregiver. It explores the experiences of the "after pastors" (the
pastor following the perpetrator), different models explaining congregational
dynamics, and guidelines for intervention in these congregations.

•

Hopkins, Nancy Myer & Laaser, Mark (eds.) . Restoring the Soul ofthe Church:
Healing Congregations Wounded by Clergy Sexual Misconduct. Collegeville, MN:
The Alban Institute, 1 99 5 . 255 pp.

•

Leadership IX No.

•

•
•

•
•

1.

Winter

1 98 8 .

Publication of Christianity Today, Inc.

The entire issue of this journal for church leaders is focused on sexuality. In
cludes results of a survey on pastoral indiscretion, discussion on theological and
practical sexual issues facing pastors, and articles on personal prevention and
preaching on sexuality.
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Lebacqz, Karen & Ronald G. Barton. Sex in the Parish. Louisville, KY:
Westminster/John Knox Press, 1 99 1 . 279 pp., appens, bibliog.
This book about sex in ministerial relations examines a number of issues includ
ing desire, boundary-setting, pastoral power, and the situations of women in
ministry, single ministers, gay and lesbian ministers, and church governing
bodies called to deal with cases of misconduct. The authors propose a frame
work of professional ethics for pastor-congregant relationships.
Mast Burnett, Kristina & Ellen Hollinger. Crossing the Boundary: Sexual A buse by
Professionals. Akron, PA & Winnipeg, MB: MCC U.S. Women's Concerns,
MCC Canada Women's Concerns, 199 1 (revised 1 993) .
This packet is a compilation of materials about sexual abuse by professionals
from various sources, assembled and organized in the interest of educating
people. The introductory section explores various aspects of the topic with
general analysis and personal stories. The next section presents advice on
responding to both victims and offenders. The third section, Prevention,
deals with warning signs, maintaining boundaries, and evaluating counsellors
and counselling situations. The fourth section, Resources, includes not only
the usual list of relevant print materials but also some specific denomina
tional policies.
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Pellauer, Mary D. Ph.D. If You Have Been Sexually Abused or Harassed - A guide to
Getting Effective Help in the ELCA . Minneapolis: Evangelical Lutheran Church
of America, 199 1 . 26 pp., resource list.
This pamphlet is especially intended for those who have been victimized by
sexual abuse or harassment within the ELCA, as well as others who have been
abused or harassed by an employer or counsellor. It briefly but carefully ex
plains the effects, and then sets out a procedure for obtaining help, either within
the church or outside.
Pellauer, Mary D., Barbara Chester and Jane Boyajian (eds) . Sexual Assault and
A buse - A Handbook for Clergy and Religious Professionals. San Francisco:
HarperCollins, 1987. 278 pp., appen., bibliog.
This collection, containing twenty articles on abuse issues, is divided into three
sections: Recognizing the Patterns, Understanding the Issues, and Responding
with Compassion. It is intended to provide clergy and other church personnel
with a resource for understanding and dealing with sexual assault and abuse. It
includes a wide variety of stimulating articles on theoretical, theological and
practical aspects of dealing with abuse.
Poling, James Newton. The Abuse ofPawer - A Theological Problem. Nashville:
Abingdon Press, 1993. 224 pp., bibliog.
Author James Poling makes his major thesis clear at the outset: "sexual violence
is unmasked for what it really is-the evil abuse of power" (p. 12) . In his text he
discusses the nature of power, explores stories of survivors of sexual violence,
studies recovering perpetrators to see what they can tell us about the nature of
their crime, and offers theological reflection about issues of sexual violence
against women and children.
Poling, Nancy. Victim to survivor : women recoveringfrom clergy sexual abuse.
Cleveland, OH: Pilgrim Press, 1999. 122 pp.
This book features the stories of six women who were abused by clergy and a
foreword by Marie Fortune.
Rutter, Peter, M.D. Sex in the Forbidden Zone. New York: Fawcett Crest, 1989. 288
pp., resource listing.
Sex in the Forbidden Zone is about the incidence of sexual relations between men
in positions of power and trust (ie. therapists, doctors, clergy and teachers) and
the women who come to them for help. Peter Rutter is a psychiatrist who
discovered the dangers of "forbidden-zone sex" in his profession and within his
own work, and who subsequently conducted more than a thousand interviews
while researching this book. He explains both the reasons behind the wide-
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spread occurrence of "professional abuse" and its devastating consequences. He
clearly describes the factors that put both women and men at risk of "forbidden
zone sex" and the psychological process that both go through. The book is
written from a Jungian perspective.
Schoener, Gary, Jeanette Milgrom, John Gonsiorek, Ellen Luepker, and Ray
Conroe. Psychotherapists' Sexual Involvement with Clients: Cases, Counseling and
Care. Minneapolis: Walk-In Counseling Center, 1989.
A large comprehensive volume covering clinical, supervisory, administrative and
legal approaches to dealing with sexual involvement between client and thera
pist. Two chapters deal specifically with sexual exploitation by clergy and pasto
ral counsellors. Based on direct experiences of WICC with over 1000 clients.
Washington Association of Churches. Sexual Contact by Pastors and Pastoral
Counsellors in Professional Relationships A Study with Recommendations to
Denominational Judicatories. Seattle: Author, 1 984. 1 1 pp., resource list.
-

This brief paper contains findings of the Washington Association of Churches'
early 1980's study of the issues surrounding clergy sexual misconduct. As one of
the earliest inquiries into this area, it contains a set of theological principles,
guidelines and procedures for denominational discipline, preventive strategies for
pastors, counsellors, and church leaders.
Yantzi, Mark. Sexual Offending and Restoration. Waterloo: Herald Press, 1 99 8 . 254
pp., bibliog.
The author provides new methods for dealing with the pervasive problem of
sexual abuse. He shows caring ways to confront and support those who have
offended. The book features dialogue between victims and offenders.
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Videos
After SexualA buse. A Mennonite Central Committee production, 1992.
An actress and storyteller presents two stories of an incest survivor's struggles to deal
with her abuse. The first story is about her need to reach a new understanding of
God. The second is about her quest to understand forgiveness. The difficult ques
tions about God's presence and power, anger, and forgiveness are dealt with honestly
and imaginatively. Though this video is not a general introduction to abuse it is a
tool both for broadening Christian understanding and for healing the hurt.
Not in My Church. Written and directed by Maria Gargiulo. Executive producers Rev.
Marie M. Fortune & Jean Anton. Seattle: Center for the Prevention of Sexual and
Domestic Violence, 199 1.
This 45 minute dramatic presentation is the story of a pastor who has had sexual relation
ships with a number of female congregants. When a former student of his is appointed to
the associate pastorship of his church and discloses his misconduct to the local church

governing body, a process of denial, protection, disclosure and investigation begins. The
story ends realistically with mixed results for those involved.
Once You Cross the Line. Written and directed by Maria Gargiulo. Executive producers
Marie M. Fortune & Jean Anton. Seattle: Center for the Prevention of Sexual and
Domestic Violence, 199 1. Video, 50 minutes.
The producers advise that this video be used in a workshop setting with a trainer.
For that reason the CPDSV has also produced a very extensive trainer's manual
which is listed separately. The video itself uses three dramatic scenarios to illustrate
the three main themes of setting boundaries, using authority to protect rather than
manipulate the vulnerable, and making justice. Two congregational leaders com
ment on all three situations which actors present in two ways: violating the minis
ter/congregant relationship and honoring the integrity of the relationship.
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Worship Resources
As you walk with a survivor of professional sexual abuse within the church you will
find a strong need for your own spiritual renewal. The following resources may be
helpful to you in that vein.
Ahlers, Julia, Rosemary Broughton, and Carol Koch, Editors. WVmen Psalms.
Winona, Minnesota: St. Mary's Press, 1992.
This collection of poems, prayers and stories reflect the experiences of Christian
women in the 1990s. Written by seventy-nine women, they explore a wide range
of women's experiences and feelings. Particularly useful will be the psalms
speaking of abuse and understanding one's faith in the midst of deep personal
paIn.
Trible, Phyllis. Texts o/ Terror: Literary-Feminist Reading 0/Biblical Narratives.
Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1984.
Using methods of literary criticism and feminist theological principles, the
author studies the Old Testament stories of Hagar, Tamar, an unnamed concu
bine, and the daughter of Jephthah. Originally four lectures, these essays bare
the terror and sorrow of the biblical texts through a methodology that is in
tended to expose rather than impose.
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Winter, Miriam Terese. WVman WVrd: A Feminist Lectionary and Psalter WVmen 0/
the New Testament. New York: Crossroad, 1992.
This devotional book is full of new worship resources based on the stories of
each of the women in the New Testament. Each woman's story is accompanied
by its scripture reference and a brief biography and a description of context.
These are followed by a lectionary reading, personal and shared reflections,
prayers and original psalms.
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The followin g resources on abuse have sections with worship resources:

Church Council of Justice & Corrections, Canadian Council on Social
Development. Family Violence in a Patriarchal Society: A Challenge to the
Church. Ottawa: Authors, 1988.
Cummings, Louise. Eyes Wide Open: Spiritual Resources/or Healing/rom Childhood
Sexual Assault. Winfield, BC: Wood Lake Books, Inc., 1994.
Epp-Tiessen, Esther (ed) . Expanding the Circle o/Caring: Ministering to the/amily
members o/survivors and perpetrators o/sexual abuse. Akron, PA & Kitchener,
ON: Mennonite Central Committee Women's Concerns, 1995.
Flaherty, Sandra. Woman, Why Do You weep? Spirituality/or Survivors 0/ Childhood
Sexual A buse. Mahwah, NJ: Paulist Press.
Foote, Catherine J. Survivor Prayers: Talking with God about Childhood Sexual
A buse. Louisville, KY: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1994.
Fortune, Marie M. Keeping the Faith: Questions & Answers/or the A bused Woman.
San Francisco: Harper & Row Publishers, 1987.
Heggen, Carolyn Holderread. Sexual A buse in Christian Homes & Churches.
Scottdale, PA & Waterloo, ON: Herald Press, 1993 .
Hildebrand, Mary Anne (ed) . Broken Boundaries: Resources/or Pastoring People Child Sexual A buse. MCC Domestic Violence Task Force.
Keene, Jane A. A Winter's Song: A Liturgy/or Women Seeking Healing/rom Sexual
A buse in Childhood. New York: The Pilgrim Press, 199 1 .
Leehan, James. Defiant Hope: Spirituality for Survivors 0/Family A buse. Louisville,
KY: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1993.
Leehan, James. Pastoral Care/or Survivors 0/Family A buse. Louisville, KY:
Westminster/John Knox Press, 1989.
MCC Domestic Violence Task Force. The Purple Packet: Domestic Violence
Resources for Pastoring Persons- Wife Abuse. Akron: Mennonite Central
Committee, 1985 (revised 1991) .
Ridings, K . C. Facing the Brokenness: Meditations/or Parents 0/Sexually A bused
Children. Scottdale, PA: Herald Press, 199 1 .
Rienstra, Marchiene Vroon. Swallow's Nest: A Feminine Reading 0/ the Psalms.
Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1992.
Shantz, Kathy (ed) . Lord Hear Our Prayers: Domestic Violence Worship Resources.
Winnipeg: MCC Canada, 1994.
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Self-Exa m i n ati o n
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Stepping Stones

Identify twelve stepping-stones along your spiritual pilgrimage which have brought
you to where you are today.
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How have these stones affected your life? What strengths have they brought you?
What liabilities need you be aware of?

•
•
•
•
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Self-Assess m e nt
Background Knowledge & Experiences

What qualifications do I bring?

•
•
•
•
•
•

Which do I need to develop? How can I do so?

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

What strengths do I bring?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What will be my areas of difficulty?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
•
I

Do I think this experience will trigger any of my own experiences of violation/
victimization? If so, what is my plan for dealing with my own issues?
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Related Beliefs & Attitudes

What are my feelings and beliefs around sexual abuse by a church leader or
caregiver? (Eg. : why does it happen?)

What does justice look like for me?

How do I understand power?

..
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What is my motivation for advocating? What draws me to this work?

Why do I believe this work is important?
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Personal Resources - Internal

What might this action cost me?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What do I need to feel rewarded?

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

How will I find nourishment and renew my energy?

I
I
I
•
I
I
I
I

How do I respond when it seems others need me? Is it gratifying? Do I resent their
neediness?

I
•
•
•
•
I
I
I
I
•
t
t
•
•
•
�
t

How do I deal with rejection and disappointment?
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Personal Resources - External

What social supports do I have? Who are my outside friends with whom I can relax
and spend time?

Does my network of family and friends support me?

Who can provide professional supervision and support?

Which relationships may be hampered?

Are there any conflicts of interest in this particular situation?

Am I experiencing any major life transitions? What is happening in other parts of
my life?
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Ap p e n d ix C

•

Po l i cy An a lysis

•

•

•

•

•

Compare the policy with which you are working to the outline in your manual (pp.

What are the strengths of this policy?

•

•

•

•

•

Where are the holes?

•

•

•

•

•

•

What concerns do you have?

•

•

•

•
•

Who do you think this policy was written to benefit?

•
•
•
•
•

As an advocate, what are the areas where you will have the greatest difficulty?

•
•
•
•
•
•

What changes might you advocate for?

I
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F our years ago John, a pastor, sexu

to develop a new definition of forgive
ness. Rather, the intensity of the
woundedness resulting from abuse has
made us realize that forgiveness may
not be as simple as we thought.

ally abused Dorothy, a woman in his
congregation. When Dorothy dis
closed the abuse, Pastor John immedi
ately apologized for "his role in an
indiscretion." Members of the congre
gation then encouraged Dorothy to
forgive and forget, telling her that
healing meant putting this incident
behind her. Because the pastor had
apologized, people said they had
forgiven him. They believed he would
not repeat his actions and that there
fore nothing more needed to be done.

Before looking at what forgiveness is,
we need to understand what forgive
ness is not. 1 Forgiveness is not forget
fulness, an attempt to re-write history
and pretend the abuse did not happen.
It does not mean excusing the abuse,
saying it was okay. Forgiving is nei
ther absolving the one who abused nor
spiritualizing the abuse (eg. God
allowed the abuse in order to make me
a stronger person) . It does not involve
either becoming a doormat, thus
allowing another person to continue
abusing, or trusting the abuser. Fi
nally, forgiveness does not mean the
same thing for both the victim and the
abuser.

Dorothy was confused. She tried to
forgive and forget but she continued
having dreams about the abuse. She
was still angry and could not believe
that Pastor John would not abuse
again. She was hurt that so much
attention was given to her apparent
inability to forgive and so little to the
hurt inflicted on her.

What is forgiveness?2 In the Old
Testament, forgiveness (Salah) prima
rily refers to God removing sin from
people. The other two words (kapar
and nasa) refer to covering or atoning
for wrongdoing, to lifting up a sin and
carrying it away. The New Testament
word aphiemi refers to sins sent away,
divine punishment remitted, and
harmony between God and the sinner
restored.

What is happening in this situation? Is
Dorothy unjustly bearing a grudge?
Should she not forgive Pastor John
now that he's apologized? Are they
both victims of our society's focus on
abuse? Or are faulty interpretations of
forgiveness preventing the healing of
both parties?
A growing awareness of abuse has
caused the Christian community to
look again at the issue of forgiveness.
The goal of this re-examination is not

In Biblical teachings, forgiveness pri
marily refers to the relationship be

I
I
I
•
I
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tween God and the person who has
sinned. It follows the pattern below:
1.

The person recognizes that they
have done wrong.

2. They repent.
3. They ask God for forgiveness.
4. God forgives.
It is ironic that while the Bible has
focused on repentance and being
forgiven, the Christian community has
focused on the act of forgiving. For
giveness does not mean the same thing
for the person who has been hurt and
the person who did the hurting. The
processes of forgiving and being for
given are very different. Because the
Bible puts more energy into the proc
ess of being forgiven, we will look first
at what being forgiven involves for one
who abused.
While the abuse is happening, abusers
are often in a state of denial. They
may deny that their actions are hurt
ful, that they are abusive, that there is
a power difference, or even that the
abuse is occurring. At some point,
however, the abuser is confronted on
their activity. This confrontation may
come from their conscience, the vic
tim, or by being caught in the act.
When this happens the abuser may
become either angry or remorseful.
In order for healing to occur and true
forgiveness to be possible abusers must
first go through the stages of remorse
and repentance. Remorse is feeling
bad or sorry for what they did (or for
being caught) . It may be sincere.
However, we often see abusers going

straight from feeling remorse to asking
for forgiveness, entirely skipping
repentance. This is most evident when
one looks at the cycle of violence in an
abusive relationship. After the abusive
incident, abusers are often sorry for
what they have done and may apolo
gize profusely. They offer promises of
change and may try to do special
things to make up for their actions.
However, sooner or later, the cycle
repeats itself and the victim is once
again violated. This is because there
has been no repentance, and true
healing does not happen without
repentance. Jumping from remorse to
asking for forgiveness has allowed the
abuse to continue.
The New Testament word for repent
ance is metanoia, which refers to a
complete change: to change one's
mind or purpose, involving a change
for the better, repentance from sin. It
involves a complete turnaround or
changing of thoughts and behaviours.
There are five components or elements
to repentance. First, the one who
abused must voluntarily acknowledge
the full extent of the abuse, including
actions and victims. Often abusers
only acknowledge the acts at which
they were caught or for which they
think others will forgive them.
Second, it also means a deep, emo
tional feeling of the effects or conse
quences the behaviour has had on the
ones who were hurt. In order to truly
feel the consequences they may need to
hear what the effects are, preferably
from the victim. For safety reasons,
this hearing may need to be preceded
or replaced by reading or hearing the
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stories of other victims. When realiz
ing the full extent of damage caused by
their actions, abusers may experience
gut-wrenching sorrow and possibly
suicidal thoughts.

effects, taken responsibility, taken
concrete steps towards healing, nor
made restitution to the victim. How
ever, when an abuser experiences
repentance, they can be healed.

A third element is taking full responsi
bility for their actions and the effects.
This should not be accompanied by
blaming the victim or any outside
party or factor.

The process of repentance is the proc
ess leading to being forgiven. Here it is
important to understand one of the
aspects of who God is, and I draw this
from the work of Henri Nouwen and
Lois Edmund. Unlike us, God is both
just and merciful to the highest degree.
N ouwen says that "we have difficulty
with being both and struggle with our
mercy being lack of justice and our
justice being lack of mercy."4
Edmund notes that justice without
mercy results in vengeance and retribu
tion; mercy without justice leads to
tolerance, forgetting and leniency.5
Our response needs to combine both
justice and mercy. What do victims
need from the one who abused them?
They need to hear the abuser take
complete responsibility for what
happened, absolving the victim of
guilt. Victims may have questions that
need answering and so need to be
given an opportunity to voice them.
Often they simply want a complete
apology; other times they need some
form of restitution for the damage that
has been done. They need assurances
that this will not happen again, neither
to them nor to anyone else.

Fourth, they also need to take steps to
prevent recurrence. This often in
cludes speaking out about what they
have done, withdrawing from minis
try, receiving professional treatment
and being held accountable.
Finally, repentance involves restitu
tion. Restitution is a symbolic way of
restoring to a person what was taken
from them. It is a way of visibly
showing the abuser's responsibility.
However, restitution cannot be forced
upon a victim but rather should be
determined in consultation with the
victims. Sometimes victims recognize
restitution as another attempt to con
trol either them or the larger church.
Only once these steps have been taken
is the one who abused ready to ask for
forgiveness, a true forgiveness. In the
video, Hear their Cries,3 Marie Fortune
speaks of meeting with a group of
sexual offenders. These men told her
that when she speaks with people in
the church she should tell them not to
forgive so easily. They said that when
they were quickly forgiven, they felt it
gave them permission to continue.
They had not repented: they had not
acknowledged all their acts, felt the

The process of forgiving is quite differ
ent. There are many models in the
literature as to how healing and for
giveness occur. When a person for
gives, it is a process which allows the
person who has been hurt to let go of
the intense emotional pain associated
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with the offense and replace it with
resolution and peace. It disarms the
power of abuse to continue causing
pain, turmoil, and victimization.
Forgiveness is coming to the place
where one can say:
I will no longer allow this experience to
dominate my life. I will not let it con
tinue to make me feel bad about myself.
I will not let it limit my ability to lave
and trust others in my life. I will not let
my memory of the experience continue to
victimize and control me.
6

It is important to note here the work
of Frederick W. Keene in his article
"The Article of Forgiveness."7 Keene
notes that there is no scriptural base
for broad-based interpersonal forgive
ness. He says the New Testament
indicates that people with more power
should forgive people with less power
or who are social equals, but nowhere
is the person with less power asked to
forgive the one with more. As long as
a perpetrator of abuse has more power,
forgiveness (absolving a debt) by the
victim is neither possible nor neces
sary. True repentance would mean
that the power relationship had
changed. In order for forgiveness to be
possible the victim/survivor needs to
be empowered and the abuser needs to
gIve up power.
This paper will use a model of forgive
ness adapted from the work of Lewis
Smedes. 8 We refer to it as a path of
healing and identify five steps or stages
of forgiveness: denial, hurt, bargaining,
hate, healing and possible reconcilia
tion. Like any other model, the steps
are seldom followed in a simple linear

fashion. Rather, people find them
selves moving in a more spherical
sense, returning to different steps
several times and in different orders.
Our initial response to abuse is often
denial, denial of how much it hurt us
and possibly denial of its occurrence.
This denial is often a coping mecha
nism, enabling people to get through
the abuse. Although some people
move on to the next stage very quickly,
others often stay in a place of denial
for a long time. Once we realize what
has happened, we acknowledge our
hu rt and are saddened by what has
happened to us. We may feel guilt and
shame, blaming ourselves. This is a
time of grieving or mourning, an inner
aching, sometimes feeling that the hurt
will never end.
A person may then attempt to end the
pain by bargaining. This may result in
"deciding to forgive" so that they can
"forget and leave the pain." They may
withdraw their disclosure or attempt
any number of options in an effort to
alleviate their pain. They may attempt
to convince themselves that this was a
mutual attraction, an affair, perhaps
even blaming themselves for "seducing
a good man." Consequently, the
bargaining attempts may lead to
apologizing to the abuser for what
they see as "their role" in the abuse,
hoping for a return apology from the
abuser.
At some point the survivor moves to
feeling anger or, as Smedes identifies it,
hatred. This anger may be rage over
the injustice suffered. They may wish
to hurt the one who abused them in
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the way they were hurt. Often this
anger is accompanied by contrasting
feelings of compassion and concern.
While a survivor's anger may feel
frightening for the church, it is often a
sign of healing occurring. When a
survivor becomes angry about the
abuse they are starting to recognize
that they are not responsible for it.
Eventually survivors come to a place
where healing can occur. Smedes
refers to this as understanding. This is
not saying that what happened was
okay, but rather accepting that it
occurred and has affected their life. It
is the place where they can let go of
the control that the abuse has had on
their life. This healing does not mean
that they will never hurt again. They
may, in fact, go through these steps
again in the future. However, the
abuse no longer controls their life.
The final step is the icing on the cake
and does not always take place. That
step is reconciliation. Whether or not
reconciliation occurs depends on
whether justice has happened for the
victim/ survivor and on the healing of
both parties.
Each person travels their own path,
whether of healing or repentance, at
their own pace. Interactions between
the two will depend on where each
person is at. The remainder of this
article will look at how the two paths
may intersect, using the story of
Dorothy and Pastor John to illustrate.
Pastor John may ask Dorothy for
forgiveness. If he asks for forgiveness
while she is in denial she will feel that
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there is nothing to forgive. It really
was not a big deal. She may take equal
responsibility for the abuse, saying it
was an affair. She may even assure him
that it was her fault, that she seduced
him.
If Pastor John asks when Dorothy is in
the hurting stage, she will likely say
yes. This forgiveness is not a full
forgiveness because she has not com
pleted her healing process. She, how
ever, wants the pain to end and her life
to get back to normal. She believes
that in forgiving she will be able to put
the situation behind her. Dorothy's
response would be similar in the
bargaining phase, hoping that forgive
ness would end both her internal pain
and other people's condemnation of
her.
When Dorothy moves to the stage of
anger, she is no longer able to feel
forgiving towards Pastor John. She is
angry at what he has done and how he
has hurt her. She may feel that his
asking for forgiveness is another way of
trying to manipulate her, blame her, or
pretend that what he did was not as
serious. She is not able to indicate to
him that he is forgiven. If he ap
proaches her for the first time at this
point, she will be angry with him and
will, in some fashion, let him know
that it is not possible.
It is only when Dorothy reaches the
stage of acceptance that she will be
able to forgive Pastor John. If he does
not ask for forgiveness, she will still
need to let go of the control his abuse
or assault has had on her life. If he
asks at this point, she may be able to
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indicate to him that she is able to forgive
him. However, she will likely wish to
see some evidence of his repentance and
change. We need to note that her healing
may never be completed to the point
that she never hurts again. Survivors
often go through their process more than
once, as new life experiences reactivate it.
This is not regression, but part of the
healing process.
Conversely, if Dorothy "freely offers
forgiveness" to Pastor John, the impact
will depend on where he is on his
path. If he is in denial, the offer of
forgiveness may reinforce his belief
that what he did was not that bad. If
he's feeling remorse, the offer of for
giveness may alleviate his emotional
pain, allowing him to return to a state
of denial. While he is in the process of
repenting or changing, it may give him
an excuse to not finish his work.
If Pastor John is truly repenting or
changing, he will be able to say, "1 am
sorry 1. .. {acknowledges full extent of
acts}. 1 am fully responsible for my
actions; it was in no way yourfault. 1
would like to hear how my actions hurt
you, ifyou want to tell me. This is what
1 am doing to prevent hurting you or
anyone else in this fashion again . . 1
would like to offer some form of restitu
tion. What would be helpful to you?"
.

When both Dorothy and Pastor John
have moved through their own healing
processes, it may be possible for them
to re-establish a relationship, if they
wish to. If they do, things cannot be
the same as what they were, as that
was not healthy. The power imbalance

would need to be equalized. For her
protection, Dorothy may never fully
trust him again and they may choose
never to be alone with each other. On
the other hand, either party may
decide not to re-establish a relation
ship. Healing is possible even if the
relationship does not continue. We do
recognize, however, that when authen
tic reconciliation occurs it has a heal
ing effect on both parties.
What does this mean for us as a
church? Often we want to rush the
process of healing, for either party.
Victims and survivors of abuse are
often encouraged to just forgive and get
on with their lives. In Hear Their
Cries it is said that, "We want them to
forgive so that we can forget." The
goal is not to forget but to resolve the
situation so that events no longer have
power over people. The focus is on
remembering what has been learned
and living out of that learning.
Healing is a process which sometimes
takes a long time. There may be times
in the process (for example, while in the
anger stage) when we feel that the
survivors are not even trying to forgive.
This is a part of their healing. With
abusers, we need to also respect and
encourage their process. When they
express remorse, we need to hold them
accountable for their behaviours. When
we allow them to jump from remorse to
simply asking forgiveness, they are
allowed to skip true healing and forgive
ness. When we do not hold them
accountable, we do not show them a
love which calls them to wholeness, to
being who God wants them to be.
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It is important for us to realize that
churches will often also go through
these stages. When we find out that a
member of our congregation, particu
larly a well-respected member, has hurt
someone in this fashion we also feel
betrayed. We will likely go through the
steps of denial, hurt, bargaining, anger
and letting go. Different members of
the congregation will go through the
process at different speeds, and this may
lead to conflict within the congregation.
Those who are denying or hurt will
want to forgive so the situation can be
resolved; they may not understand
those who are angry and will see them
as trouble-makers. Those who are
angry will not be able to forgive at that
point and will be frustrated with those
who want to make peace too easily and
quickly. When the congregation has in
some fashion participated in the abuse
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or permitted it, it will also need to repent
of its actions or inaction. Again, this will
not be easy and different members will be
at different places along the path.
Those in ministry will need to be
aware that different people are at
different places along the continuum.
We will need to encourage understand
ing and communication. When we are
aware that we are all participating in a
process, it will be easier to understand
where each person is and to walk with
them through this time.
In recognizing the different processes
and different steps, we will be better
able to minister to those in our congre
gations who have been hurt by abuse.
We will be able to work with each one
in a meaningful fashion that enables
healing, rather than thwarts it.
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Two Paths of H ea l i n g a n d thei r I nte rsecti o n
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Path to Healing

Reconcili ation
( negotiable o n different terms)

The congregation often goes through
these stages as well, with different
people being at different places along
the path

/

Skipped repentance

Repentance is usually skipped by the
perpetrator, resulting in continued abuse.
For healing to occur and for the abuse to
stop, the perpetrator must also repent

Heather Block. Originated for Voices for Non-Violence. Please
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for permission to use. (204) 26 1-63 8 1
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When you agree to become an advocatefor a survivor ofpastoral sexual abuse, you
are agreeing to walk part oftheir road with them. There are high points and low points
along the road; there may be places where you feel alone or discouraged. Thefollowing
meditations may help you think about what advocacy means in the context ofyour
Christian faith.
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+++
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yourself called upon to voice the needs
and concerns of one person, as op
posed to being a voice for the offender.
In taking this role, you are following in
the footsteps of Jesus, who was an
advocate for oppressed people. Over
and over again, the gospels tell us how
Jesus listened to the needs of the poor,
people with disabilities, social outcasts
and women. He paid particular atten
tion to the stories of people who were
suffering and who had no one to help
them.

Can't I Just Love Everyone?

Texts for meditation: Matthew 7: 1523, Matthew 23, Matthew 5: 1 1

F or some people the decision to
become an advocate may raise ques
tions about their Christian faith.
Jesus' teachings are clear that we are
to love everyone, yet some traditions
have interpreted this love to mean
"being nice." When I was growing
up, I was taught to love everyone
equally and treat them the same way.
Part of being a Christian (especially a
Christian woman) meant "being
nice," not showing anger and not
saying negative things about people.
Life experience, and particularly the
experience of being an advocate for
survivors of sexual abuse by a church
leader/caregiver, will challenge that
definition of what it means to love
someone. For those who have tried
to be "nice" people all their lives,
being an advocate may be a challeng.
lng expenence.

Being an advocate may mean publicly
naming the sins of a church leader.
People believe in the integrity of their
leaders, and to accuse a leader of misus
ing their power and abusing a parish
ioner is very serious. Many parishion
ers will disbelieve a survivor on the
basis of the many good works that the
leader has done for them. Jesus speaks
to this issue. In the Sermon on the
Mount, he warns that there will be
church leaders who do good things
(who prophesy and cast out demons
and do deeds of power), yet who do
not have the spirit of Christ.

.

Being an advocate means that you are
taking on the role of walking with
one survivor or group of survivors.
It is not an impartial role. In private
and public settings you will find

Jesus' reaction to the hypocrisy of
church leaders is related in Matthew
97
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•
98
23 . There Jesus names the sins of the
scribes and Pharisees in no uncertain
terms as he declares, "You snakes, you
brood of vipers! How can you escape
being sentenced to Hell?" These are
harsh words, words that do not fit into
the image of a meek and mild Jesus
that you may have learned in Sunday
school. As advocates we may not
choose to use precisely these words, yet
a firm and committed stand against the
sin is necessary. Jesus loved everyone,
yet his love towards powerful people
who abused others was expressed in
the form of judgment and warning
about where their actions were leading
them.
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Walking Through the Valley

Text for meditation: Luke 10:29-42

J ericho is one of the lowest places in

the whole world. The road that leads
there is narrow and desolate as it moves
downward from the hills of Jerusalem
to the wilderness around the Dead Sea.
As you travel down this road, vegeta
tion changes to barren rocky ground.
Soothing breezes are replaced by an
oppressive heat, and the vistas of Jerusa
lem are exchanged for a narrow road
bounded on either side by high, forbid
ding cliffs. There is no water here. It is
on the road to Jericho that Jesus set his
story of how a victim becomes a survivor.

Denouncing the sin of a church leader
does not make you a popular person.
Jesus knew the cost of exposing hypo
critical church leaders-they are the
ones who delivered him up to his
death. As an advocate you may find
that a great deal of anger and even
malice is directed against you because
you have openly named the sins of a
church leader. Jesus said that if people
say evil things about you as his fol
lower you will receive a reward in
Heaven. It is a source of strength to
know that you are morally on firm
ground. It is also important, however,
to be aware of your own fragility as an
advocate and to seek support for your
own experIence.

The story, which we often name "The
Good Samaritan," is a rich one for
advocates to consider. We are told that
the victim has been robbed. Survivors
of abuse by a religious leader have also
been robbed in a number of ways.
Some may feel that their home has
been stolen. A church should be a place
where we are safe, a place where we can
always go with the questions and hurts
we experience. A survivor may now
experience the church as a place of
danger. Others may be reeling from
the fact that a leader, someone who was
supposed to care for them, has instead
abused them. The respect they had for
the person and the office has been
taken away.

Loving everyone does not always mean
"being nice." It means that you are
compassionate, firm and unequivocal
about speaking the truth.

In Jesus's story, the person's body is
also violated. They are beaten and
stripped and left naked for anyone to
see, half-dead by the side of the road.
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We are our bodies, and when someone
abuses our bodies, they have violated
the very life which God has breathed
into us. Violation strips us of the
security that we once felt in our own
skin. Sharing a story of abuse means
reliving that excruciating vulnerability
again and again. The experience of
sexual abuse by a religious leader can
be one which leaves a survivor half
dead-sometimes emotionally, some
times physically, sometimes spiritually.
In Jesus' story the person does not cry
out for help, yet his body speaks
without words. The priest and the
Levite, good religious people, see the
person but choose to ignore the story
that the body speaks. They remain
unmoved and walk by on the other
side. A survivor of pastoral abuse may
face a similar situation; people may
choose not to hear the story that they
speak. Unfortunately, as in Jesus' story,
it is often the people in the church
who are the most hard-hearted. It is as
if the survivor were invisible, and
people walk by them.
It is the Samaritan who stops and hears
the story that the body speaks. The
act of listening to and believing a
survivor is an act of love. Interestingly,
in the gospel of Luke, the story of the
good Samaritan is immediately fol
lowed by Jesus' visit to Mary and
Martha. There Jesus commends Mary
who "sat at the Lord's feet and listened
to what he was saying." Mary's seem
ingly passive activity is "the better
part" which Jesus contrasts with

Martha's hustle and bustle. The lesson
of "being with" rather than "doing for"
is in creative tension with the activity
of the Samaritan, who pities, anoints,
bandages, transports and pays the
survivor's costs. While all of these
activities are necessary and important,
the survivor is probably most aware of
the fact the she or he is not alone:
another person is there walking beside
them on the desolate Jericho road.
As two people together pick their way
between the rocky cliffs, we hear the
echo of the Psalmist's words, "Yea,
though I walk through the valley of
the shadow of death, I shall fear no
evil, for thy rod and thy staff they
comfort me." By listening to survi
vors, by speaking for them, or standing
with them as they speak, by helping
them to review options when they feel
hopeless, we share their Jericho road.
By walking with someone through this
valley, we can be God's rod and staff for
them. An advocate can embody the love
which God has for the survivor.
At the same time, advocates have to
face their own limitations. We must
always remember that we cannot be
everything to a survivor. They will
need other people to help them
through the valley. An advocate is
neither a counsellor nor a family
member who will be there for the
rest of the survivor's life. As advo
cates, we have committed ourselves
to walking a piece of the Jericho
road. It is a humble but important
j ob-it is "the better part."

100
If Another Sins Against You ...

Text for meditation: Matthew 18;
Additional source: After Sexual A buse,
a 52 minute video available from MCC

You may find in your work as an

advocate that people in the congregation
are uncomfortable with the whole idea
of advocacy. Perhaps they think that it
is a model more suited to the secular law
courts than to the church. They may
urge the survivor to simply "follow the
model found in Matthew 1 8."
The passage they are referring to
contains the familiar seven verses
where Jesus says "If another member
of the church sins against you, go and
point out the fault when the two of
you are alone." The passage goes on to
suggest that the second step should be
to take two or three people with you,
and then if that fails you should tell
the problem to the church. Finally if
the perpetrator still refuses to listen
they are to be cast out of the church.
These verses are immediately followed
by Peter's question of how often he
must forgive, and Jesus' answer "Not
seven times, but, I tell you, seventy
seven times."
The underlying message of those
invoking these verses is often that
sexual abuse is a private matter be
tween two individuals which can be
solved between two individuals. The
solution to this private problem is, of
course, forgiveness. Case closed.
Advocates are not needed if you follow
Matthew 18.
Look at Matthew 1 8 again, but this
time start at verse 1 . The first 14
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verses outline both Jesus' love for
children and the wickedness of people
who cause others to stumble or sin.
After using the harsh words that "it
would be better for you if a great
millstone were fastened around your
neck and you were drowned in the
depth of the sea," Jesus says that no
matter how important a member is,
they should be cast out if they cause
others to stumble. "And if your eye
causes you to stumble, tear it out and
throw it away." God's care for the
people who are victims of these "stum
bling blocks" is vividly portrayed in
the parable of the lost sheep. (Interest
ingly this passage is often interpreted
to show God's care for the perpetrator
of sin, but in this context it clearly
speaks of God's care for the wounded
one) .
The primary reason that survivors of
pastoral abuse make their accusations
public is because they do not want
someone else to be hurt by that church
leader; they are trying to remove a
"stumbling block." The safety of its
members concerns the whole church;
how can sexual abuse be a private
matter when others could be in danger?
And, in fact, the public nature of sexual
abuse is patent when people actually do
become convinced of the sins of their
leader. People feel personally betrayed
when someone they have trusted has
abused another. Sexual abuse by a
church leader is never a private matter
between two individuals.
The whole idea of two individuals
meeting together does not fit in this
situation. A survivor going alone to
confront the person who abused them
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simply does not make sense in the
light of their pain, their fear and their
vulnerability. Jesus sought the lost
sheep and carried it home, he never
expected it to confront the wolves
alone again!!

this by providing a support person who
may serve as a voice for someone who
feels too intimidated or too wounded to
speak for themselves. The advocacy
model more effectively protects "the
little ones" who are Jesus' main concern.

Having an advocate is an effective way
of convincing the congregation of the
sins of a church leader. The point of
view of the perpetrator is sanctioned
because of their authority while the
survivor's voice is silenced or
minimized. This power differential
between the church leader and the
survivor must be taken into account.
The advocacy model seeks to address

Finally, Matthew 1 8 does speak about
forgiveness, but it is appropriately
found at the end of the chapter, after
Jesus has made clear his concern for
potential victims. To urge a survivor
to think about forgiveness before the
issue of safety for others is settled, is to
ignore the biblical witness. Survivors
and their advocates take Matthew 1 8
very seriously indeed.
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Mo u nta i ns Of Mo u rn i n g

•

eM Kathleen Hull
a monologue based on Judges 1 1
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This is the story ofa victim 's support person. As such, it may reflect
many of the experiencesfelt by those advocating for and walking with survivors of
pastoral sexual abuse.
Editor's note:

This monologue has been written in a storytelling style. As such there are no specific
stage directions. One effective way ofreading or telling this story is for the storyteller to
circle around the listeners as she speaks, matching the speed and pace to the mood of the
words (ending at the same place she began). The circle is both symbolic and practical. It
includes, surrounds and involves the listeners in the story. They are invited to become a
part of the circle on the mountain, the circle that continues to mourn and bewail the
cycles ofabuse.
+++

I want to tell you about someone who is dear to me.

A friend with whom I share so
close a bond, we are sisters in spirit. History has forgotten her name, but it is forever
etched on my heart. As long as I exist she will not be forgotten. She is remembered in
the book of Judges only as the daughter of Jephthah, the Gileadite. I remember her as
a living loving human being, a jumble of flaws and perfections, so full of life her tiny
body could hardly hold it all.
At twelve years of age she was halfway between a child and a woman. Sometimes
silly and carefree, sometimes serious. Her hair was as black as the night sky, long
and wild. It would not stay bound by the confines of braids or ribbons. Her face
was finely featured, neither pretty nor plain. Her eyes were brown and danced with
light, her nose . . . she disliked, because it seemed too long for her face. Her mouth
was wide, full of laughter and smiles.
She loved to dance. It was said that she danced before she walked, and indeed her
walking was full of rhythm and motion. I was with her the last time she danced.
Slowly and gracefully as she moved down the mountain. We, the women who were
with her could no longer dance ourselves, only stand and watch.
There were ten of us who climbed the mountain high above Mizpah. Our journey
began in silence, our feet stepping slowly, carefully over loose stones, our eyes fo
cused on the ground beneath us and the mountain above us.
When we arrived at our destination some of the women set up the tents while
others built a fire and prepared the evening meal. My sister, this child-woman took
103
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care of the donkeys, rubbing their coats, checking their hooves, and only when she
was sure they had found the most tender plants did she herself come to the fire to
eat.
Only then did this child-woman tell us why she had asked us to come to this place.
We had all come because she asked with such urgency in her voice. Now her voice
was quiet and full of sorrow as she told us what her father had done. Slowly at first,
choosing her words carefully, then in a rush as tears ran down her cheeks and sobs
shuttered through her body.... She told us how excited she had been when she first
heard of the victory, the hurried preparations made to greet Jephthah with song and
dance in his honour. She was filled with such joy and expectation as she waited,
watching for his return.
Her joy was consumed by the fire of Jephthah's words. "Alas my daughter you have
brought me very low, and you have become the cause of great trouble for me." She
told us then of the vow that Jephthah had made, that she was to be sacrificed to
God.
We were all stunned by her words and no one could speak. Finally it was she who
broke the silence. "I have asked you to stay here with me to bewail not my death
but my unfulfilled life. To mourn with me the things that will never be. To express
the passion of life and love not given. To share my tears, my grief, and my anger,
and to remember me both in the life that was mine, and the life that was taken from
me."
One of the women stood up and said she did not believe this story, that no one
would make such a vow to God. Another said it was her fault, she had no business
dancing for her father. They both left the next morning and did not return. The
rest of us drew close and held ourselves and each other as we wept.
When the sun rose the next morning we were still sitting around the embers of the
fire, our tears cold upon our cheeks. The feeling of cold extended down and envel
oped my body and began to burn as my anger began to grow. To lament, to bewail
is not only to weep but to rage, to express the anger, the pain, the grief that such
betrayal, such injustice brings.
For two months we moved through these emotions, expressing them with our
words, our voices, our bodies, never hiding or denying them. To have suppressed
such emotion would have been to have it eat away at our souls, to harm ourselves,
or to have it explode, hurting those around us.
Sometimes we danced our sorrow, stepping lightly between the flowers in the fields,
unwilling to cause even the illusion of more hurt. We watered these flowers with
our tears and their fragrance became for us the fragrance of sorrow. When our anger
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flared we danced then too. But this time we stomped the blossoms beneath our
frenzied feet and the fragrance intensified into the stench of rage. Most times we
danced all together, but sometimes only the companions danced, the child-woman
watching, her body unable to move, remembering the dance that would be her
death.
When we tired, we sat in a circle talking of the future that would never be. The
older women told of the joys of loving and being loved by a husband. This
child-woman created in her dreams and described for us the husband who would
never be. We talked of their children and named each one. My favourite was the
tiny girl named for her mother, with eyes full of light and a nose a little too long for
her face. We talked of their birth, the childhood mishaps, the grubby hands bring
ing a handful of wilted flowers to a loving mother. We even dared to go so far as to
see these dream children as adults with children of their own-clustered around a
beloved grandmother, the youngest carrying forth that same face, that same name.
There were times we could not speak, not dance, not weep, nor rage. We sat in
numbness until emotion would overtake one of us and we would begin again.
When our rage was at its strongest, no words could express it, only sounds. I could
not be with the others when such feeling overtook me. I found a steep cliff away
from the camp and hurled stones with all my strength, sending them crashing
below-my cries echoing the sounds as they smashed and destroyed what fell in
their pathway.
At night I slept close to this child-woman, always ready to be there if she awoke still
gripped by the terrors of a nightmare. I also slept close to the door of the tent so
that I could leave when I was overwhelmed to go and weep beneath the stars.
Though it may seem strange, there were also times we laughed. We began to make
jokes, to poke fun at the stupidity of the situation. To ridicule Jephthah. Those
things no longer seem funny, but then the laughter was as much a part of the heal
ing as the anger and the sorrow.
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When the two months were over we prepared to leave. Some of the women tried to
convince her not to go, but she said she must. She had taken control of what she
could. She had lived with integrity the life that was left to her. Now she would face
her father not as a victim but with courage. Perhaps somehow she thought it would
not happen, that Jephthah had changed his mind, that the people would prevent it,
or that God would intervene. Had not Yahweh provided a ram as a substitute for
Isaac?
But the people of Mizpah only shook their heads as they watched and God did not
intervene. God was silent. Perhaps God too was lamenting on a mountain, weep
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ing and ashamed of the evil that was to be done by this man. God had not asked for
this sacrifice. The victory had been freely given to Jephthah. Too much blood had
been already shed!
I believe God's silence was not approval but despair and horror. God could not
look on such evil but instead with back turned from the altar, waited to welcome
this child-woman with arms that knew the true meaning of a Father's love.
I did not go down the mountain with the rest of the women. I have stayed in this
place. Still I lament, still I weep, still I rage. The name of this child-woman I whis
per to the wind, and with it all the names of the men, women and children who
have suffered at the hands evil. I lament for each victim of violence and hate, I rage
at each perversion of power and I weep for a world that has so little love and trust.
And I dream. I dream of a day when my tears and anger will no longer be needed.
When pain and hate and evil are only a vague memory.

Please do not copy without permission
from eM Kathleen Hull. She can be
reached at 134 Plaza Drive, Winnipeg,
MB R3 T 5K9, (204) 261-6381.
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Survivors of sexual abuse by a church

leader or caregiver often experience
times of depression as a result of the
abuse. While confronting one's perpe
trator may be empowering, there will
likely be times when the whole experi
ence is so overwhelming that the
survivor feels they cannot continue.
An advocate should be aware of the
signs of suicidal ideation and have a
basic understanding of how to re
spond. The first list below will help
assess the lethality of suicidal desire,
the second gives some guidelines on
how to respond. Most communities
have a suicide crisis line whose phone
number can be found on the inside
cover of the phone book. Referral to
this resource will help share the re
sponsibility.
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Assessment of Lethality

When persons express a desire to kill
themselves or appear to be suicidal, it
is important to determine the serious
ness of their desire. While all threats
of suicide should be taken seriously,
the following list of variables will assist
you in determining how urgently
assistance is needed.

General/History
If persons have any of the following
characteristics, they are generally
considered as being in a more serious
situation and should therefore be
considered a higher risk:

•
•
•
•

a history of previous psychiatric
or serious medical problems

•

alone at the moment or living alone

•

previous suicide attempts {50-80 0/0
of people who commit suicide

•

experienced a recent significant
loss; (eg. , death, divorce, illness,
job loss, abuse disclosure)

•

experienced a suicide in their
family or social network (this
gives a sense of permission)

•

I
•

•

•

I
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gender: women attempt suicide 3
times more often than men; men
complete 3-4 times more often
than women

Plan/Means for Suicide
Check to find out what their
suicide plan is and if they have
the means to meet it. Try to find
out if they have planned how,
when or where they would com
mit suicide, and if they have
thought about the possibility of
being found. Generally, the more
detailed and thought out the plan
is, the more serious the situation.

•
�
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What means has the person cho
sen? How long will it take for
this means to harm or kill the
individual? The more lethal the
means, the more serious the
situation. A continuum of
lethality, with the last being most
lethal is: slashing, overdosing,
carbon monoxide, jumping from
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a height, hanging, motor vehicle
collision, firearms.
•

How available are the means?
The more accessible the means,
the more dangerous the situation,
particularly with individuals who
are very impulsive in their
behaviour and decisions.

Fantasy Regarding the Suicide
How does this person envision or
fantasize their suicide?
•

•

What is the person expecting to
accomplish by suiciding? Pri
mary or secondary gain? The
more primary the anticipated
results the more lethal the
situation. For example, is the
person attempting to gain
something for themselves like
"peace of mind," "atonement,"
etc. or trying to manipulate the
decision/behaviour of someone
else?

•

How do they think others will
react to their action?

•

How do they view their death?

•

Again, the more involved and
detailed the fantasy is, the more
they have obviously thought
about their plans and therefore
the more likely they are to make
the attempt.

Timing
As the timing of the plan becomes
more immediate, the situation be
comes more urgent. The timing
ranges from plans in progress, to
immediate (ie. tonight or tomorrow)

and to the future. If it is further in
the future, assess when and what will
be the turning point for the process
to begin.

Drugs and Alcohol Involvement
The use of drugs or alcohol in a
suicide attempt complicate the situa
tion. They can make the situation
more serious because they:
•

reduce the individual 's ability to
be rational and reduce the indi
vidual 's inhibitions.

•

can hasten the process by quick
ening the digestion of drugs, thus
potentiating their effects.

•

increase the possibility for acci
dents, because of errors in judge
ment (time, amount of drugs
ingested, etc.) . The person may
also pass out and suffocate on
their own vomit.

A person may intend to use the
attempt to communicate their feel
ings of hopelessness and desperation.
The use of alcohol and drugs may
result in a successful suicide even if
the person did not mean to complete
the attempt.
Suggestions for Working with
the Suicidal Person

The following suggestions will help
you in working or intervening with
someone who is suicidal.
•

Take the person's suicidal idea
tion seriously. It is important not
to discount or rationalize, thus
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missing their cry for help. This
minimization may foster an
aggressive reaction from the
suicidal person.

•
•
•
•

•

Be candid and direct in dealing
with the situation. Do not be
afraid to discuss their intent,
plans, method, timing, etc .

•

Present yourself as stable and
positive in order to help bring
stability and control to the per
son. Fear can immobilize you as
a listener and as a helper.

•
..
..
.
�
�
�
�
•
It
•

•

Be yourself. Take the risk of
being personal.

•

Do not challenge or criticize their
plans, feelings or who they are.
This may spur the person to
activity. For some, talking about
the suicidal desire is their last
means of trying to communicate
their desperation and pain.

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

.-

�
�
�
�

Normalize the person's feelings
without discounting them: As
sure them that they are not "ab
normal," alone, or "crazy. "

•

Establish or maintain a personal
relationship. Maintain personal
contact while assessing and inter
vening in the situation.

�
�
�
�
II)
�
•
•
•
•
•
•
I

Avoid moralizing. Suicide is not a
moral issue for the suicidal per
son; rather, it is the result of
emotional stress and should be
treated as such.

•

f'
e
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•

Help to establish clarity of the
problem and explore alternatives
and options which lead to hope,
dealing with the apparent hope
lessness.

•

Align yourself with the person's
desire to live. (We will assume
that in some way they wish to live.)

•

Assess and mobilize latent skills
or resources available to them,
including significant others,
current or past helpers, new
referrals (counsellor, suicide crisis
line, etc.) to reduce alienation and
aloneness, and to create adaptive
change.

•

Contract with persons that they
will not hurt themselves for a
certain amount of time. This
buys time and gives control and
responsibility to the person. Do
not pressure them to agree to a
longer time than they are able to
agree to.

•

You may also make a contract for
other tasks (eg. contacting the
local crisis line) , again turning
over a maximum amount of
responsibility to the person.

•

If a suicide plan is in progress try
to reverse it or "buy time. " For
example, try getting them to
unload a loaded gun, flush pills
away, induce vomiting, or try to
keep the person walking if they
have overdosed. Phone the police
or local crisis mobilization team.

•

Be sensitive in meshing short and
long term goals.
Short term goals: survival, safety,
security NOW at the expense of
personal autonomy and responsi
bility,
Long term goals: turning respon
sibility over to them for deci
sions, etc.

1 10
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Know and refer to counselling
agencies and other appropriate
resources for on-going help.
Remember that suicidal persons
have high potential for turning
others away from themselves.
They may do so:
- merely by what they are plan
ning or talking of doing,

Adaptedfrom material developed by
Klinic Community Health Centre,
Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Used with permission.

- through intense feelings of anger
depression, hopelessness, etc.,
- through various acting out
behaviours,
- because of limited abilities to
communicate, the threat or
attempt of suicide might be their
last or only mode of
communIcatIon.
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A p p e n d ix H

D e n o m i n ati o n a l Po l i ci es a n d Proced u res o n Sexu a l
Abuse by a C h u rch Lea d e r o r C a re g i ve r

•
•
•
•
�
..
I'
•
I'

As indicated previously, it is not possible to include church policies in this

manual, partly because there are too many, and partly because they may be out of
date before you get the manual. Instead, we are providing you with the addresses of
each conference or denomination's head office. If your conference has a provincial
office you may prefer to contact them directly. However, if you do not know where
to get the information, start with the national office. Additionally, your conference
may not have a policy; in such an event ask which policy they would use should a
complaint arise.

•
I'
•
II

Canadian Addresses
MCC Constituent Groups

•
•
I'
JI
"
III
[II
•
II
II
•
•
..

Brethren in Christ
2619 Niagara Parkway
Fort Erie, ON L2A 5M4
(905) 871-999 1

Mennonite Church Canada
600 Shaftesbury Blvd.
Winnipeg, MB R3P OM4
(204) 888-678 1

Evangelical Mennonite Church
Box 1268
Steinbach, MB ROA 2AO
(204) 326-6401

Mennonite Brethren Church
169 Riverton Avenue
Winnipeg, MB R2L 2E5
(204) 669-6583

Evangelical Mennonite Mission Church
Box 52059, Niakwa Post Office
Winnipeg, MB R2M 5P9
(204) 253-7929

Mennonite Church ofEastern Canada
4489 - 4497 King St. E.
Kitchener, ON N2G 3W6
(5 19) 650-3806

�
"
•
�
(I
•
I'
I
I
•
•
•
•
•
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Other Denominational Groups

Alliance
Christian and Missionary Alliance
in Canada
#5 10 - 105 Gordon Baker Road
p. o. Box 7900, Station B
North York, ON M2K 2R6
(4 16) 492-8775
Anglican Church
Anglican Church House
600 Jarvis St.
Toronto, ON M4Y 2J6
(4 16) 924-9 192
Baptist Church
Canadian Baptist Ministries
Canadian Baptist Place
7 1 85 Millcreek Drive
Mississauga, ON L5N 5R4
(905) 821-3533
There are several Baptist conferences;
you may be able to receive the appro
priate referral from the address above.

Christian Reformed Church
Christian Reformed Church
c/o 2850 Kalamazoo Ave.
SE Grand Rapids, MI 49560 USA
(616) 241-169 1
Lutheran Church
Evangelical Lutheran Church in
Canada
1 5 12 St. James St.
Winnipeg, MB R3H OL2
(204) 786-6707

Pentecostal Church
Pentacostal Assemblies of
C anada
6745 Century Ave.
Mississauga, ON L5N 6P7
(905) 542-7400
Presbyterian
Presbyterian Church in C anada
50 Wynford Dr.
North York, ON M3C IJ7
(4 16) 441-1 1 1 1
Roman Catholic Church
Canadian Conference of Catholic
Bishops
90 Parent Ave.
Ottawa, ON KIN 7B l
(613) 24 1-9461
Salvation Army
Salvation Army in Canada
Territorial Headquarters
2 Overlea Blvd.
Toronto, ON M4H IP4
(416) 425-21 1 1
United Church
United Church of Canada
3250 Bloor St. W
Etobicoke, ON M8X 2Y4
(416) 23 1-593 1
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American Addresses
MCC Constituent Groups

Other Denominational Groups

Brethren in Christ
p. o. Box 290
Grantham, PA 17027-0290
(717)697-2634

Christian Missionary Alliance
P.O. Box 35000
Colorado Springs, co 80935-3500
(719) 599-5999

Mennonite Brethren Church
(General Conference M.B.)
4824 E. Butler Ave.
Fresno, CA 93727
(559) 452-1713

Baptist General Conference
2002 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights, IL 60005
(708) 228-0200

Evangelical Mennonite Church
1420 Kerrway Ct.
Fort Wayne, IN 46805
(2 19) 423-3649
Mennonite Church USA
Elkhart Offices

42 1 S. 2nd St., Ste. 600
Elkhart, IN 465 16-3243
Newton Offices

722 Main St.
P.O. Box 347
Newton, KS 671 14-0347
(3 1 6) 283-5 100
(2 19) 294-71 3 1

!
"
"
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Christian Reformed Church in North
America
2850 Kalamazoo Ave. SE
Grand Rapids, MI 49560
(616) 246-0744
The Lutheran Church - Missouri
Synod
1335 S. Kirkwood Rd.
St. Louis, MO 63 122-7295
(800) 248-1930
Evangelical Lutheran Church of
America
8765 W. Higgins Rd.
Chicago, IL 6063 1
(800) 638-3522
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Pentecostal Church of God
4901 Pennsylvania
Box 850
Joplin, MO 64802
(4 17) 624-7050
Presbyterian Church in America
1852 Century PI.
Atlanta , GA 30345-4305
(404) 320-3366
Roman Catholic
National Conference of Catholic
Bishops
321 1 Fourth St.
Washington, DC 20017-1194
(202) 54 1-3000
Archbishop Agostino Cacciarillan
3339 Massachusetts Ave. NW
Washington DC 20008
(202) 333-7121
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Salvation Army
615 Slaters La.
Alexandria, VA 223 13
(703) 684-5500;(703) 684-5538
Christian Church (Disciples of Christ)
103 E. Washington ST.
P.O. Box 1986
Indianapolis, IN 46206-1986
(3 17) 635-3 100
United Church of Christ
700 Prospect Ave.
Cleveland, 0H 441 1 5
(2 16) 736-2 100
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